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Let K be a field and X an m x n matrix of indetenninates over K. For a given 
positive integer IS: min(m,n), we consider the ideal II = II (X) generated by the 
I-minors (i. e. the detenninants of the t x I submatrices) of X in the polynomial 
ring K[X] generated by all the indetcnninates Xi). 

From the viewpoint of aJgebraic geometry K[X] should be regarded as the 
coordinate ring of the variety of K -linear maps! : K'" -t Kit. Then V (II) is just 
the variety of all ! such that rank! < I, and K[Xlj II is its coordinate ring. 

The study of the detenninantal ideals II and the objects related to them has 
numerous connections with invariant theory, representation theory, and combina-
torics. F or a detailed account we refer the reader to Bruns and Vetter (1 7]. A large 
part of the theory of determinantal ideals can be developed over the ring Z of 
integers (instead of a base field K) and then transferred to arbitrary rings B of 
coefficients (see (17)). For simplicity we restrict ourselves to fields. , 
J. lIen-Qg (lJIl/ V. VIIU,IUCII (edt.), Commlltalil't: Algebra. Singuklrilies WId Computer 9-M. 
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This article follows the line of investigation started by Sturmfcls' article [66] 
in which he applied the Knuth-Robinson-Schensted correspondence KRS (Knuth 
[50]) to the study of the determinantal ideals Ir' The "witchcraft" (Knuth [51. 
p. 60]) of the KRS saves one from tracing the Buchberger algorithm through 
tedious inductions. 

Later on the method was extended by Herzog and Trung [44J to the so-called 
l -cogenerated ideals. ladder determinantal ideals and ideals of pfaffians. They 
follow the important principle to derive properties of K [X ]/ Ir from the analogous 
properties of K[X]/ in(/r ): the two rings appear as the generic and special fiber of 
a tIat I-parameter deformation. (By in(Jr ) we denote the ideal of initial forms with 
respect to a suitable tenn order.) The ring K[X]/ in(Jr ) is the Stanley-Reisner ring 
of a shellable simplicial complex and amenable to combinatorial methods (see 
Stanley [681 and Bruns-Herzog [131). In contrast to the otherwise very elegant 
ASL approach. one does not replace the indeterminates of K[X] by a system of 
algebra generators containing elements of degree > 1. This is a major advantage 
if one wants lo investigate the Hilbert function and related invariants. 

The principle of deriving properties of ideals and algebras from their initial 
counterparts was followed by the authors in [22]. [9] and [12] for the investigation 
of algebras defined by minors. like the Rees algebra and the subalgebra of K[X] 
generated by the t-minors. This requires the determination of Grobner bases and 
initial ideals of powers and products of determinantal ideals. On the KRS s ide the 
necessary results are given by the theorem of Greene [42] and its variant found in 
[9]. 

In Section 1 we treat the straightening law of Doubilet. Rota and Stein {32] 
in the approach of De Concini. Eisenbud, and Procesi [27]. It is an indispensable 
tool. Moreover, we show that the residue class rings K[X ]/ /r are normal domains. 
Section 2 contains the description of the symbolic powers of the Ir and the pri-
mary decomposition of products Ifl •• • llu given in [27] and [171. While these two 
sections form the introduction to determinantal ideals, Section 3 gives a fairly self-
contained treatment of initial ideals and algebras. Despite the title of the article, 
the emphasis is on initial ideals and not on Grobner bases . 

Section 4 gives a short introduction to KRS (in the "dual" version of [501) and 
the theorems of Schensted [64] and Greene {42J. These results are exploited in 
Section 5 for determinantal ideals. their powers and their products. 

All the lines of development are brought together in Section 6 where we 
deal with the properties of K[X]/ Ir• especially with its Hilbert function, following 
Conca and Her.lOg [241. At the end of this section we have inserted some remarks 
that {Xlint out the extension to ladder detenninantal ideals and the variants for 
symmetric and alternating matrices. 

The last two sections deal with algebras of minors, their normality and Cohen-
Macaulayness (Section 7) and their canonical modules and Gorensteilmess (Sec-
tion 8). 
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1. Detenninantal ideals and the straightening law 

Almost all of the approaches one can choose for the investigation of determinantal 
rings use standard bitableaux, to be defined below, and the straightening law. In 
this approach one considers all the minors of X (and not just the l*minors Xij) 
as generators of the K-algebra K[Xl so that products of minors appear as "mono-
mials". The price to be paid, of course, is that one has to choose a proper subset 
of all these "monomials" as a linearly independent K-basis: we will see that the 
standard bitableaux fonn a basis, and the straightening law tells us how to express 
an arbitrary product of minors as a K-linear combination of the basis elements. (In 
the literature standard bitablcaux are often called standard monomials; however, 
we will have to use the ordinary monomials in K[X] so often that we reserve the 
term "monomial" for products of the Xjj .) 

Below we must often consider sequences of integers with a monotonicity 
property. We say that a sequence (r) is increasing if rj < r;+1 for all i. It is 
non-increasing if rj r,'+1 for all i. 

Apart from Section 6 the letter 6. always denotes a product 0, ... Ow of minors, 
and we assume that the sizes 10il (i. e. the number of rows of the submatrix X[ 
of X such that 5; = det(Xi)) arc non-increasing, 1011 ... IOwI. By conven-
tion, the value of the empty minor [I J is 1. The shape 1.1.1 of.1. is the sequence 
(1511, ... , IOwI) . If necessary we may add factors [I J at the right hand side of the 
products, and accordingly extend the shape by a sequence of O. 

We denote the set of all non-empty minors of X by .A(X) and the subset 
of minors of size I by -"lAX ). If no confusion about the underlying matrix is 
possible, we will simply write.A or .4(t. Moreover, 

[a,·· ·a,lb,,,.b,j 

stands for the determinant of the matrix (Xa,b ,: i = 1, ... , t, j = 1, ... , 1). While we , , 
do not impose any condition on the indices a;,b; of [a, ... a, Ibl . .. btl in general, 
we require that a J < ... < at and b l < ... < bt if we speak of a minor. 

A product of minors is also called a bitableau. The choice of the term bita-
bleau is motivated by the graphical description of a product .1. as a pair of Young 
tableaux as in Figure 1. Every product of minors is represented by a bitableau and, 
conversely, every bitableau stands for a product of minors: 

OJ =[ail ... ail. lbn ... bil.l. i= l , ... ,w. , , 

According to our convention above, the indices in each row of the bitableau arc 
increasing from the middle to both ends. Sometimes it is necessary to separate the 
two tableaux from which .1. is fonned; we then write.1. = (R I C). 

For fonnal correctness one should consider the bitableaux as purely com-
binatorial objects (as we will do in Section 4) and distinguish them from the 
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b'l ... 

Figult! /. A bitableau 

ring-theoretic objects represented. by them, but since there is no real danger of 
confusion, we use the same terminology for bolh classes of objects. 

Whether ti is a standard bitablcau is controlled by a partial order on .4t'(X), 
namely 

[a l .. .a, [bl .. . b,[ :: [ci ... c. [dl ... d.[ 
<==> t;::: u and Q;:S Cit bi:S d i1 i = 1, ... ,u. 

A product D. = °1 ••• Ow is called a standard if 

0-<"'-<' 1 _ _ vw, 

in other words, if in each column of the bitablcau the indices arc non-decreasing 
from top to bottom. The letter L is reserved for standard bitableaux. (The empty 
product is also standard.) 

The fundamental straightening law of [32] says that ev-
ery element of R has a unique presentation as a K-lincar combination of standard 
bitableaux: 

Theorem 1.1. (a) The standard bitableaux are a K-vector space basis of K[XJ. 
(b) 11 the product yo of minors is not a standard bitableau, then it has a 
represemation 

r{; == L,x;';T1; , x; E K , x; '# 0, 

where ';11; is a standard bitableau, '; -< y, {; -< 11; (here we must allow that 
ry; [I [ 1). 

(c) The standllrd representation of an arbitrary bitahleau A i.e. its represen-
tation as a linear combinaJion of standllrd bitableaux L, can be found by 
successive application of the straightening reJaJions in (b). 

For the proof of the theorem we can assume that m :s n, passing to the trans-
pose of X if necessary. We derive the theorem from its "restriction" to the sub-
algebra K[Ai'" mJ generated by the m-minors. Each m-minor is detennined by its 
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column indices. and for simplicity we set 

[bJ ... bm J = [1 ... m[bJ ... bmJ. 

The algebra K[.4l,.,l is the homogeneous coordinate ring of the Grassmann variety 
of the m-dimensional vector subspaces of K". The m-minors satisfy the famous 
Plucker relations. In their description we use a (i, ... i,) to denote the sign of the 
permutation of { 1, ... ,s} represented by the sequence i 1 , . . . ,is' 

Lemma 1.2. For all indices a] , ... ,ap ' Oq, .. . ,0 ... , c]l ... ,c, E {l , .. . , n} such that 
s=m- p+q- I > m and t =m - p> 0 one has 

L 
i1<· .. <i, 

i,+! < .. ·<i, 
{II .... ,',}={ 1 , ... ,s ) 

Proof Let V be the K-vector space generated by the columns Xj of X. We 
define a: V' -t K(X ) by 

a (y!, ... ,y,) = L aU, ... i,) det (X"I'" . ,X"p,y" , . .. ,y,J 
·det (Yi ' '' ''Yi, Xb , ... ,Xb )· 

HI ' q .. 

where the sum has the same range as above. It is straightforward to check that a is 
an alternating multilinear fonn on V'. Since s > dim V = m, one has a = O. 0 

Let [a, .. . a ... ], [b,,, .b,., ] be clements of .,((,.,(X) such that a, s: bi for i = 
I , . ,p,butap+\ > bp+1.Weput 

q = p+2, s = m + l, (c" ... ,c,)=(ap+" ... ,a ... ,b" ... ,bp+1)' 

Then, in the Plucker relation with these data, all the non-zero tenns 

have the following properties (after their column indices have been arranged in 
ascending order): 

By induction on p it follows that a product rli of maximal minors r and li is a 
linear combination of standard bitableaux u/3, a /3, such that a y. Note that 
a and fJ arise from y and 0 by an exchange of indices. 

Let YJ • •• 'Y .. be a product of maximal minors of length u > 2, If it is not a 
standard bitableau, then we find an index i with 'Yi Y;+,. As just seen, Yi Yi+ 1 can 
be expressed as a linear combination of standard bitableaux. Substitution of this 
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expression for IiYi+1 yields a representation of rl ···r .. as a linear combination 
of bitableaux. In each of these bitableaux, ind ices from the (i + I )st row of the 
bitableau of rl ... r .. have been exchanged with larger indices from its ith row. An 
iteration of this procedure must eventually yield a linear combination of standard 
bitableaux, since the exchange of indices can only be repeated finitely many times. 

This proves that products of maximal minors are linear combinations of stan-
dard bitableaux. In the next step we transfer this partial result to the full set of 
minors. We extend X by m columns of further indetenninates. obtaining 

Then K[X' ] is mapped onto K[X] by substituting for each entry of X' the corrc-
sponding entry of the matrix 

Let qJ : K[Ar(X'}]-t K[X] be the induced K-algebra homomorphism. Thcn 

q>( lb,. " bmJ) ±Ia, ,,.a, tb, ,,. ,b,1 
where t = max {i: b; s: n} and °1" •• ,llt have been chosen such that 

Evidently qJ is surjective, and furthermore it sets up a b ijective correspondence 
between the set J/( m(X') of m -minors of X' and Ar(X ) U {± I}; on J/( m(X') \ 
{p.} the correspondence is an isomorphism of partially ordered sets. Note that the 
maximal element p. = [n + I ... n + m] of J/( no (X') is mapped to ± I by (j) , and, up 
to sign, standard monomials go to standard monomials. (We leave the verification 
of this fact to the reader; the details can also be found in [17], (4.9).) 

In order to represent an arbitrary element of K[X] as a linear combination of 
bitableaux, we lift it to K[J/(m(X' )] via (j). Then the preimage is "straightened", 
and an application of cp yields the desired expression in K[X]. 

For part (a) of Theorem 1.1 it remains to show the linear independence of the 
standard bitableaux. We know already that they generate the vector space K[X]. 
Moreover, they are homogeneous elements with respect to total degree. and as we 
will see in Section 4, there are as many standard bitableaux in every degree as 
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there are ordinary monomials. This implies the linear independence of the stan-
dard bitableaux and finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1(a). Therefore we may now 
speak of the straightening law in K[X]. As we have seen, arbitrary products of 
minors can be straightened by the successive straightening of products with two 
factors. and so part (c) has also been proved. 

For part (b) we notice that the PlUcker relations are homogeneous of degree 
2. Therefore there are exactly two factors c; and TI; in each term on the right hand 
side of 

ra = L,X;E;Tl; 

if Ir l, lal = m. Since the straightening law in K[X] is a specialization via rp of that 
in K[Al m(X') ], there can be at most 2 factors in each of the summands on the right 
hand side. 

It follows easily from the straightening procedure that E; r. In fact, the 
inequality holds for all intermediate expressions that arise in the successive ap-
plication of the Plucker relations, as observed above. In order to see that E; 0 as 
well, we simply straighten or = ya. By the linear independence of the standard 
bitableaux, the result is the same. Also for r,o j Til one has to use the linear 
independence of the standard monomials (the intermediate expressions in the 
straightening procedure may violate it). It is enough to prove this relation in 
K[Alm(X' )] . On the set Alm (X' ) we consider the reverse partial order, arising 
from rearranging the columns of the matrix in the order m + n, m + n - I, .. . , I. 
It has the same set of standard monomials as j, at least up to sign. By linear 
independence, straightening with respect to the reverse partial order must have 
the same result as that with respect to (up to sign). This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 (b). 

Corollary 1.3. (a) The kernel of 'I' , K[A.(X')] '" K [X ] is generaled by 
{I.+lor{I. - 1. 

(b) dimK[A . (X)] men - m) + I. 

Proof (a) Every element x of K[Alm (X')] has a unique representation x = 
as a linear combination of standard bitableaux 11 over Al m(X') \ {Ii} 

with coefficients p.(P) E K[ii ]. C1eady q>(x) 0 if and only if q>(P.(P» 

(b) X plays the role of X' for an m x (n - m) matrix of indeterminates. Now 
one applies (a). 0 

Remark 1.4. The straightening law for K[Alm (X) ] is due to Hodge [48], [49]. 
The proof of the straightening law for K[X], with the exception of the linear inde-
pendence of the standard bitableaux, follows De Concini, Eisenbud, and Procesi 
[27]. It has also been reproduced in [17]. The linear independence can be proved 
without the KRS; see (27J (or [17]) and [491 (or [13]) for two alternative proofs. 
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A th ird alternative: one proves the linear independencc of the standard bita-
bleaux in J/t m(X) by a Grobner basis argument (see Remark 5.1), shows 1.3(b), 
deduces 1.3(a), and concludes the linear independence of all standard bitableaux. 

The straightening law can be refined. Let e" . .. ,em and f" . .. , /" denote the 
canonical Z-bases of zm and Z" respectively. Clearly K[X] is a zm ID Z"-graded 
algebra if we give X,j the "vector bidegree" e,EB fF All minors and bitableaux are 
homogeneous with respect \0 this grading. The coordinates o f the vector bidegree 
of a bitableau <1, usually called the content of <1, just count the multiplicities with 
which the rows and columns of X appear. The homogeneity of bit able au x implies 
that straightening preserves content. 

Next we can compare the shapes of the tableaux appearing on the left and the 
right hand s ide of a straightening relation. For a sequence C1 = (s" ..• ,Sri) we set 

a,(") 
;:5.&: 

and define C1 $ r by Q.&: (C1):O:::: Q.&:(r) for all k. It follows from Theorem I.l(b) and 
(c) that straightening does not decrease shape. 

It is a natural question whether at least one standard bilableau in a straighten-
ing relation must have the same shape as the left hand side. This is indeed tnle, 
and for a more precise statement we introduce the initial tableau I(er) of shape 
er = (s] , . . . , s,,) : in its kth row it contains the numbers 1, .. . ,s.&:. 

Theorem 1.5. Let l:J. be a bitableau of shape 0', with row tableau R wut column 
tableau C. 

(a) Every bitableau in the suuufard representation of l:J. has the same content 
as';" 

(b) (R 11(,,)) has a Slanda,d .-ep",sentation :lA(R, 11(,,)), a, "0, and 
(1(,,) I C) has a Slandani .-ep",senlluion lP,II( ,,) I C j ) , Pj " 0. 

(c) ,1 - laJ3/R; ICj ) is a linear combination of standard bitableaux of size 

> " . 
Part (a) has been justified above. Part (b) follows from the fact that there is no 

tableau of shape 0' that has the same content as 1(0'). It is much m ore difficult 
to show (c), and we forego a proof; for example, see [17, (Il.4)}. 

An ideal in a partially ordered set (M , $) is a subset N such that N contains all 
elements x $ y if yEN. Let ';v be an ideal in the partially o rdered set J/t(X) and 
consider the ideal / = .;V K[X] generated by 5. Every element of I is a X-linear 
combination of clements ox with x E K[X] and 0 E .;V. It follows from Theorem 
1.1 that every standard bitableaux L = y] ... y" in the standard representation of ox 
has y] ::; 0, and therefore y] E JV. This shows 

Proposition 1.6. Let';v be an ideal in the partially ordered set J/t(X). Then 
the standard bitabfeaux L = y] ... y" with y] E JV form a K -basis of the ideal 
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I = JV' K[X] in the ring K[X), and the (images oj the) the standard bitableaux 
'f/ = o[ ... 0" with OJ JV' Jor all j Jorm a K -basis oj K[X ]/ I. 

Corollary 1.7. The standard bitableaux L = YI··· Y" such thaJ !YII ;::: 1 Jonn a K-
basis of 1/. and (the images of) the standard bitableaux L' = °1 . .• Ov with 10jl .$ 
t - I for all j Jonn a K-basis of K[X]/II. 

In fact. II is generated by all minors of size ;::: t, and these fonn the ideal 

{,5 E 4(X) ,,5 it [1. .. 1- 111.. ·I- l]}. 

The ideals II are special instances of the so-called t -cogenermed ideals Ir' r E 
A(X), that are generated by all minors 0 'i. r. 

Remark 1.8. The straightening law and its refined version in Theorem 1.5 can be 
used in various approaches to the theory of the detenninantal ideals and rings: 

(a) The straightening law implies that K[X] and K[A m] are algebras with 
straightening law on the partially ordered sets A(X) and .4l"m(X), resp. This 
property is passed on the residue class rings modulo the class of ideals considered 
in Proposition 1.6. See [28] and [17]. 

(b) The "filtration by shapes" as indicated in Theorem 1.5 can be used for a 
deformation process. This allows one to deduce properties of the detenninantal 
ring K[X)/I, from the "semigroup of shapes" occurring in it. See [to]. 

(c) (Related to (b).) The refined fonn of the straightening law is the basis for 
the investigation of the detenninantal rings via representation theory. See Akin, 
Buchsbaum and Weyman [3J, [27} or [17]. 

The straightening law allows us to prove basic properties about the ideals 1/ 
without much effort. Additionally we need the following extremely useful induc-
tion lemma. It uses that an ideal of type II (A) remains unchanged if one applies 
elementary row and column operations to the matrix A. 

Lemma 1.9. Let X = (X;) and f = (fij ) be matrices oJ indeterminates over K oj 
sizes m x nand (m - I) x (n - I), resp. Then the substitution 

Xij -+ r,.j + 
X"' i -+ Xmj,X;/t -+ Xin , 

induces an isomorphism 

l .$i.$m - I , 

l :5i:5m, 

l :5 j .$ n - t , 

1 .$ j.$ n, 

under which the extension of IICX) is mapped to the extension oj 1/_ 1 (f). Therefore 
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one has an isomorphism 

(here Xmll denotes the residue class of Xmll in K[Xl/ /,{X )). 

Proof The substitution has an inverse, namely f ji -+ Xji - XmrillX;;III, Xm j -+ 
Xm j , Xjll -+ Xjll' and so induces the isomorphism (*). 

Since Xmll is invertible in one can apply elementary row and col· 
umn operations to the matrix X with pivot element Xmll • Now one just "writes" 
f ij for thc entries in thc rows 1, ... , m - 1 and the columns 1, ... , n - 1 of the 

transformed matrix. With this idcntification one has I, (X ) = Xmr,l'_1 (f ) = 1'_1 (f ) 
hl the ring K[XIIX';;; ]. 0 

Theorem 1.10. The ring K[Xlj II (X ) is a normal domain of dimension (m + n-
t + 1 )(t - 1). Irs singular locus is the variety oj the ideal II_I j I,. 

Proof The case f = 1 is trivial. Suppose that t > 1. Sct R = K[XJj 4. Wc claim 
that the residue class x",11 of Xmll is a non-zero-divisor on R. In fact, the product 
of Xmll = [m I nJ and a standard bitableau is a standard bitablcau, and if x is a 
linear combination of standard bitableaux without a factor of size t , then so is 
Xm"X. Corollary 1.7 now implies our claim. The argument shows even more: Xm" 
is a non-zero-divisor modulo every ideal of K[X] generated by an ideal ,At' in the 
partially ordered set ..A (X ) such that Xm" ¢ ..A'. 

In order to verify that R is a domain, it suffices to prove this property for 
R[x;;:;! ], and to the latter ring we can apply induction via Proposition 1.9. 

The dimension fonnula follows by the same induction, since an affine domain 
does not change dimension upon the inversion of a non-zero elemenL 

Let m be thc maximal ideal of R generated by the residue classes xji of the 
indetenninates. Clearly R m is not regular if 1 2: 2. Every other prime ideal" does 
not contain one of the Xii' and by symmetry we can assume x",,, 1:. p. Then Rp is of 

the form with S = K[f Jj ll _1 (Y). It follows that Rp is regular if 
and only if Sqns is regular. Moreover, " contains 11_ 1 (X )/II(X) if and only if q n S 
contains II_2(f)/II_1 (f ). Again we can apply induction to prove the claim aoout 
the s ingular locus. 

For nonnality we use Serre's nonnality criterion. We know the s ingular locns, 
and by the dimension formula it has codimension 2: 2. Now it is enough to show 
that depthRp 2: 2 if dimRp 2: 2. If P i- m, we obtain this by induction as above, 
and it remains to show that depthRm 2: 2. The set of minors 0 of size < 1 has a 
smallest clement with respect to j, namely E:::::: [1 ... t - 111 .. . t - 1]. The same 
argument that we have applied to Xm" shows that E. is a lIon-zero-divisor modulo 
II' Moreover, the ideal J = II + (E) is generated by an ideal in ..A(X), and so Xmn 
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is a non-zero-divisor modulo 1. It follows that m contains a regular R-sequence of 
_ili2 0 

We will show in Section 6 that the rings K[X]II, are Cohen- Macaulay. 

2. Powers and products of detenninantal ideals 

In this section we want to determine the primary decomposition of powers and, 
more generally, products 1 = III .. . 11., I, . .. I .. , of determinantal ideals. It is 
easy to see that only the ideals II with I ::; t I can be associated to 1. In fact. suppose 
p is a prime ideal in R = K[X ]IJ different from the irrelevant maximal ideal m. 
Then p docs not contain one of the Xij' and so we may invert xij without loosing the 

extension ofp as an associated prime ideal of (R/l)[xijIJ. But now the Induction 
Lemma 1.9 applies: by symmetry we can assume (i,) = (m,n). 

Thus we have to find primary components of 1 with respect to the ideals 1/. 
Immediate, and as we will see, optimal candidates are the symbolic powers of the 
ideals 1/. We dctermine them first. 

TIle ideal p = 1/ is a prime ideal in the regular ring A = K[X]. With each such 
prime ideal one associates a valuation on the quotient field of A as follows. We 
pass to the localization P = Ap and let q = pP. Now we set 

vp(x) = max{i: x E qi} 

for all x E P, x =F 0, and vp(O) = 00. The associated graded ring $i:oqi/qi+l 
is a polynomial ring over the field P/q (we only use that it is an integral do-
main). This implies vp(xy) = vp(x) + vp(y) for all x,y E P, and that vp(x+ y) 
min(vp(x), vp(y» is clear anyway. To sum up: vp is a discrete valuation on P 
and can be extended to the quotient field QF(P) = QF(A). By definition, the ith 
symbol ic power is p{i) = pip n A. With the help of vp we can also describe it as 
p(i) = {x E A: vp(x) f}. If P = m is the maximal irrelevant ideal of K[X] and f 
is a homogeneous polynomial. then vp(J) is the ordinary total degree of J. 

For the choice A = K[X], p:::; II. we denote vp by ')'t. We claim that 

181 < I, 
1812 I. 

For I = 1, this follows immediately, since Yl (5) is its total degree 151. Let I > 1. 
If 151 < I, then 5 ¢ I,. and so '};(5) = O. Suppose that 151 I. It is useful to note 
that '};(o) does only depend on 15 1: minors 5 and 01 of the same size are conjugate 
under an isomorphism of K[X] that leaves p invariant. We can therefore assume 
that 5 :::; [m - I + I . . . min - t + 1 ... n]. The substitution in the induction lemma 
t .9 maps 5 to a minor of size 151- I , and reduces t by 1, too. So induction finishes 
the proof. 
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We transfer the fu nction 'Yt to sequences of integers: 

" 
'Yt(SI ' ''' ' sw) = Lmax(si - t + 1,0). 

;= 1 

Fo< i""tance, if Ie = (4, 3, 3, I), then Y4 (Ie) = I, y, (Ie) = 4, y,(Ie) = 7, y, (Ie) = II. 
It is clear that Yt(SI ' ''' ,sw) = Yt (oJ '" ow) for minors (ji with 1011 = Si t i = 

I ... ,u. In Section 1 we have introduced the partial order of shapes based on the 
functions ali' We can also use the 'Yt for such a comparison. but it yields the same 
partial order: 

Lemma 2.1. Let P = (f \ ' . . . " w) and a = (s I " .• , s,,) be non-increasing sequences 
of intege,s. Then p :S a if and only if y, (p ) .:S 'Yt (a ) jo, all t. 

Proof We usc induction on u. The case u = I is trivial. Furthermore, there is 
nothing to show if ' I :S SI for all i. It remains the case in which f j > 5j for some 
j. Next, if'i = 5 j > ° for some i, then w e can remove ' i and 5, and compare the 
shortened sequences by induction. Thus we may assume that " -=F Sj for all i with 
' i > O. Let k be the s mallest index with Sk < 'i: ' It is easy to see that k ;?: 2 if P :S a 

or Ys, (p) :S Ys , (a ). Extend ing a by 0 if necessary we may assume that k :S v. 
We have Sk_ 1 > ' k- l ;::: ' k > Sk; in particular, Sk _ J ;?: Sk + 2. Define S; = Si for 

j #- k - I ,k, sk- I = Sk _ 1 - I , sk = sk + I , and a' = (SI " " ,sll)' 
Suppose fi rst that p :S a. Then it follows easily that p :S (f . Moreover, y, (a') :S 

'Yt (a ) for all t, and a second inductive argument allows us to assume that 'Yt(p):S 
'Yt(a ') for all t . 

Conversely, let t(p) :S tea ) for all t. Since a' :S a , it is enough to show 
that y,(p ) :S tea ') for all t. One has t(a') = t(a ) for 1:S Sk+ 1. and y,{a' ) = 
'Yt (a ) - 1 for I = Sk + 2, ... ,Sk_ I' Since obviously y, (p ) < y, (a ) for I > ' k ' the 
critical range is sk + 2 :S I :S ' k' Suppose that y, (p ) = y, ( a ) for some r in this 
range. 

Exactly s" .. . , S/.; _ 1 contribute to )( _, (a ), but at least '1 " " , ' k contribute to 
Yr-I (p ). It follows that 

k - I = y,_,(u j - r,(u ) y, - ,(pj - r,(p ) k, 

a contradiction finishing the proof. 

Setting 
t' = l SI " 

for a = (51" . ,5,,) we now describe the symbolic powers of the Ir. 

Proposition 2.2. One has 

1,<'1 = I. l a . 
Q"'(sl" ·· 'su ) 
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1/*) has a K -basis of rhe standard bitableaux L with y, (L) k. 

Proof If t = 1, the right hand side is just the ideal of elements of Iota I degree 
k, and there is nothing to prove. Suppose that I > I. Then X,.,n is a non-zero-divisor 
modulo It(k) (by definition of the symbolic power). But it is also a non-zero-divisor 
modulo the right hand side, as we will see. Therefore we can invert X,.,II' This 
transforms all sizes in the right way, and equality follows by induction on t. 

We have noticed in Theorem 1.5 that straightening does not decrease shape. 
This implies y, (L) Y, (6.) for all standard bitableaux in the standard representa-
tion of a bitableau.1.. Thus the right hand s ide has a K-basis by all L with Y,(L) k. 
Since multiplication by X,.,II does not affect values under y" and maps standard 
bitablcaux to standard bitableatlx , the result fo llows. 0 

Of course, only finitely many stlnunands are needed for I,<kJ. The simplest 
non-trivial case is I = k = 2: 

1(2) = P + I 2 2 ) ' 

since every other sununand is contained in Ii or I). If m 2 or n 2, then Ii = 
This observation is easily generalized to the following result ofTrung [70]. 

Corollary 2.3. The symbolic powers of Ihe ideal of maximal minors coincide wirh 
the ordinary ones. 

Proof Suppose that m = min(m,n). Then a bitableau.1. has y,.,(.1.) k if and 
only if the first k factors have size exactly m. 0 

The primary decomposition of products of the ideals 1/ depends on character-
istic. This indicates that the straightening law alone is not sufficient to prove it. 
Actually the straightening law enters the proof only via Theorem 2.2. 

Theorem 2.4. Let p = (rl , ... , rll ) be a non-increasing sequence of integers and 
suppose IMt char K = 0 or char K > min(r;, m - r;,n - r;)for i = 1, ... , u. Then 

" 
I' n/,l"(' )). 

t = 1 

The theorem was proved by Dc Concini, Eisenbud and Procesi [27] in charac-
teristic 0 and generalized in [17]. The inclusion is a triviality (and independent 
of the hypothesis on characteristic): y, (x) y, (p) for all x E IP. Before we indicate 
the proof of the converse inclusion. let us have a look at the first non-trivial case, 
namely 

Ii =Ii n (I) +If)· 
For equality we must prove that the degree 4 elements in I). namely those of 
1) /1' are contained in Ii. This type of containment is the crucial point in the proof 
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of the theorem. lt is the ideal-theoretic analogue of the passage from cr to cr' in 
the proof of Lemma 2.1. 

Lemma 2.5. Let u, v be integers, 0 5. u 5. v - 2. Suppose thal char K = 0 or 
char K > min{u + I ,m - (u + 1), n - (u + 1)). Then 1"1,, 

For reasons of space we refer the reader to [17. (10.10)] for a proof of the 
lemma. It is based on a symmetrization argument, and that ex.plains the cotl(li-
tion on characteristic. Note that symmetrization is. in a sense, the opposite of 
straightening. 

In view of Theorem 2.2 it is enough for the proof of Theorem 2.4 10 show that 
a product 11 = °1 . . . op is in IP if t(l1) 2: II (p) for all t. For the analogy to the 
proof of Lemma 2. 1 set cr = Illi. Then the same induction works , since Lemma 
2.5 implies in the criticaJ case that II is a linear combination of bitableaux /'J/, 
16'1 = cr. 
Remark 2.6. (a) Since we are mainly interested in asymptotic properties, we do 
not discuss when the decomposition in 2.4 is irredundant; see [17, (10.12)] and 
[17, (ID.13)] for a precise result. Roughly speaking, the I,-primary component is 
irredundant if II appears in the product (evidently) or if the number of factors I" 
with t < u < min(m,n) is sufficiently large. In particular. the decomposition of Ilk 

is irredundant for k 4> 0 if 1< min(m,n). 
(b) In characteristic 2 one has 13/1 Ii if m, n 2: 4; see (17, (10.14)]. 
(c) Independently of the characteristic the intersection in Theorem 2.4 is the 

integral closure of 1(1; see Bnms [8]. 

Because of Lemma 2.1 we can replace the y-functions by a -functions in the 
description of the standard bases of products and powers. For powers one obtains 
a very simple statement: 

Proposition 2.7. Suppose that char K = 0 or char K > min(t, m - t , n - t). Then 
Ilk has a basis consisting of all standard bitableaux 1: with ak (1:) 2: kl. 

lt is possible to derive this proposition from Theorem 2.4 by "diagram arith-
metic", but it easier to prove it directly. Let V be the K-vector space generated by 
all standard bitableaux. 1: = °1 ••. 0.. with ak (1:) 2: kt. That I,k V follows again 
from the fact that straightening does not decrease shape. The converse inclusion 
follows immediately (and much easier than Theorem 2.4) from Lemma 2.5: if 
10il < t for some i. 1 i k, then there is also an index j in this range such that 
10jl > t. Lemma 2.5 allows us to increase 10,1 at the expense of 10jl. 

3. Grubner bases, initial idea1s and initial algebras 

The aim of this section is to recall the definitions and some important properties 
of Grobner bases, monomial orders, initial ideals and initial algebras. For fwther 
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infonnation on the theory of Grobner bases we refer the reader to the books 
by Eisenbud [33], Kreuzer and Robbiano [56], Stunnfels [67] and Vasconcelos 
[7 1]. For the so-called Sagbi bases and initial algebras one should consult Conca, 
Herzog and Valla [26], Robbiano and Sweedler [62], and (67, Chapter 11 ]. 

Throughout this section let K be a field, and let R be the polynomial ring 
K [X\ , ... ,XII]' A monomial (or power product) of R is an element of the fonn 
Xu = ni", \ x ia; with 0: EN'. A lenn is an clement of the form Am where A is 
a non-zero element of K and m is a monomial. Let M(R} be the K-basis of R 
consisting of all the monomials of R. Every polynomial fER can be written as 
a sum of tenus. The only Jack of uniqueness in this representation is the order of 
the terms. If we impose a total order on the set M(R), then the representation is 
uniquely determined. once we require that the monomiaJs are written according to 
the order, from the largest to the smallest. The set MeR} is a semigroup (naturally 
isomorphic to N") and a total order on the set M(R) is not very useful unless it 
respects the semigroup structure. 

Definition 3.1. A monomial order t is a total order < r on the set M(R) which 
satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) I <f m for all the monomials m E M(R) \ {I}. 
(b) If m\,I11z ,1n:3 E M(R) and mj <f '11z, then m\m) < r m2m). 

From the theoretical as well as from the computational point of view it is 
important that descending chains in M(R} terminate: 

Remark 3.2. A monomial order on the set M(R) is a well-order. i.e. every non-
empty subset of M(R ) has a minimal element. Equivalently, there are no infinite 
descending chains in M(R). 

This follows from the fact that every (monomial) ideal in R is finitely gen-
erated. Therefore a subset N of M(R) has only firtitely many elements that are 
minimal with respect to divisibility. One of them is the minimal element of N. 

We list the most important monomial orders. 

Example 3.3. For monomials m l = .. . X:!" and m2 = ... X!" one defines 

(a) the lexicographic order (Le)() by m\ <Lex mz iff for some k one has o.:k < 

fJk and o.:i = fJi for I < k; 
(b) the degree lexicographic order (DegLe)() by m\ <DegLex mz iff deg(m\) < 
deg(mz} or deg(mJ ) = deg (mz} and m, <Lex m2 ; 

(c) the (degree) reverse lexicographic order (RevLe)() by m\ < RevLex m2 iff 
deg(m\) < deg(111z} or deg(m\) = deg(mz) and for some k one has Uk > 13k 
and o.:i = fJi for i > k. 

These three monomial orders satisfy Xl > Xl > ... > X,.. More generally, for 
every total order on the indetenninates one can consider the Le)(, DegLe)( and 
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RevLcx orders extending the order of the indetcnninatcs; just change the above 
definition correspondingly. 

From now on we fix a monomial order r on (the monomials of) R. Whenever 
there is no danger of confusion we will write < instead of <T- Every polynomial 
f =F 0 has an unique representation 

where Ai E K\ {O} and ml, .. . ,mk are distinct monomials such that ml > ... > 
mk • The initial monomial of f with respect to r is denoted by inr(f) and is, by 
definition, mi' Clearly one has 

(1) 

and inr(f + g) :S maxdinr(f), inr(g)}. For example, the initial monomial of the 
polynomial f = XI + X2X4 + Xi with respect to the Lex order is XI' with respect 
to Deglex it is XzX4 , and with respect to RevLex it is Xl. 

Given a K-subspace V =F 0 of R, we define 

M,(V) = {in,(f): / E V) 

and set 
inr(V) = the K-subspace of R generated by Mr(V). 

The space inr(V) is called the space of the initial terms ofV. Whenever there is 
no danger of confusion we suppress the reference to the monomial order and use 
the notation in(f), M(V ) and in(V). 

Any positive integral vector a = (a l , .. _ ,a,,) E N' induces a graded stIllcture 
on R, called the a-grading. With respect to the a-grading the indetenninate Xi 
has degree a (Xi ) = ai- Every monomial Xa is a-homogeneous of a-degree L aiai , 

and the a-degree a(f) of a non-zero polynomial fER is the largest a-degree 
of a monomial in f- Then R = EBi:oR; where Ri is the a-graded component of 
R of degree i, i.e. the span of the monomials of a-degree i. With respect to this 
decomposition R has the structure of a positively graded K-algebra [13, Section 
1.5]. The elements of Ri arc a-homogeneous of a-degree i. We say that a vector 
subspace V of R is a-graded if it is generated, as a vector space, by homogeneous 
clements. This amounts to the decomposition V = EB;:o Vi where Vi = V n Ri_ 

Proposition 3.4. Let V be a K-suospace of R. 

(a) 1f mE M(V) then there exists fm E V such that in(f) = m. The polyno-
mial fm is uniquely determined if we further require that the support of fm 
intersects M(V) exactly in m and that fm has leading coefficient 1. 

(b) M(V) is a K-basis D/in(V). 
(e) The set {1m : m E M(V) ) is a K-basis D/V. 
(d) lfV hasfinite dimension, then dim(V) == dim(in(V». 
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(e) Let a E N" a positive weight vector. Suppose V is a-graded, say V = 
611:0 Vi' Then in(V) = EBi:o in(V;). In particular, V and in(V) have the same 
Hilbertfunction, i.e. dim(V) = dim (in (V )j)for all i E N. 

(f) Let V] Vz be K -subspaces oj R. Then in (V] ) in (Vz) and the (residue 
classes oj the) e lements in M (V2) \ M (V]) Jorm a K-basis of the Quotient 
space in (V2)/ in (V]). Funhermore the set oj the (residue classes of the) Jm 
with fm E Vz and In E M(Vz) \ M (V]) is a K-basis ofV2/Vj (regardless oJthe 
cJwice oj the fm)' 

(g) The set oJthe (residue classes of the) elements in M (R ) \ M (V ) is a K-basis 
oJR/ V. 

(h) Let Vj V2 be K-subspaces oj R . .{fin(VI) = in(V2)' then VI = V2• 

(i) LeI V be a K-subspace of Rand (j , r monomial orders . .{finr(V) incr (V), 
then inr( V) = il\1(V). 

Proof (a) and (b) follow easily from the fact that the monomials form a K-
basis of R. For (a) we have to use that desccnding chains in M (R ) terminate. 

To prove (c) one notes that the 1m are linearly independent since they have 
distinct initial monomials. To show that they generate V, we pick any non-zero 
1 E V and set m = in (J). Then m E M(V ) and we may subtract from 1 a suitable 
scalar multiple of fm' say g = f - AJm, so that in(g) < in(J), unJess g = O. Since 
g E V , we may repeal the procedure with g and go on in the same manner. By 
Remark 3.2, after a finite number of steps we reach 0, and 1 is a linear combination 
of the polynomials 1m collected in the subtraction procedure. 

(d) and (e) follow from (b) and (c) after the observation that the element Jm 
can be taken a -homogeneous if V is a-graded. 

The first two assertions in (f) arc easy. For the last we note that fm can be 
chosen in VI if m E in(Vj ). 

The residue classes of the fm with m E M(V2) \ M (Vj) are linearly independent 
modulo Vj since otherwise there would be a non-trivial linear combination g = 
L A",lm E VI ' But then in(g) E in(VI), a contradiction s ince in(g) is one of the 
monomials m which by assumption do not belong to M(V, ). 

To show that the fm with m E M (Vz) \M(V,) generate V2/V, take some non-
zero element J E V2 and set m = in(f). Subtracting a suitable scalar multiple of 
1m from J we obtain a polynomial in V2 with smaller initial monomial than J (or 
0). If m E M(V,), then fm E V,. Repeating the procedure we reach 0 after finitely 
many steps. So 1 can be written as a linear combination of elements of the form 
1m with m E M (V2) \ M(V, ) and clements of VI' which is exactly what we wanl 

(g) is a special case of (f) with V2 = R since in this case we can take 1m = In 

for all m E M(R) \ M(V). 
(h) follows fTom (1) since in(V, ) = in{V2) implies that the empty set is a basis 

orvz /v,. 
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Finally, (i) follows from (g) bccause an inclusion betwccn thc two bases {m E 
M(R) , m ¢ M,(V)) 'nd (m E M(R) , m ¢ Ma(V)) of the space R/V implies th,t 
they arc equal. 0 

RemarklDefinition 3.5. (a) If A is a K-subalgebra of R, then inCA) is also a K-
subalgebra of R. This follows from equation (1) and from 3.4(a). The K-algebra 
inCA) is called the initial algebra of A (with respect to t). 

(b) If A is a K-subalgcbra of Rand} is an idcal of A, then in(l) is an ideal of 
the initial algebra inCA). This, too, follows from equation (1) and from 3.4(a). 

(c) If I is an ideal of R, then inC!) is also an ideal of R. This is a special case 
of (b) since inCR) = R. 

Definition 3.6. Let A be K-subalgebra of R. A subset F of A is said to be a Sagbi 
basis of A (with respect to r) if the initial algebra inCA) is equal to the K-algebra 
generated by the monomials in(f) with f E F. 

If the initial algebra inCA) is generated, as a K-algebra, by a set of monomials 
G, then for every m in G we can take a polynomial 1m in A such that in(fm) = m. 
Therefore A has a finite Sagbi basis iff inCA) is finitely generated. However it may 
happen that A is finitely generated, but inCA) is not; see [62J. 

Definition 3.7. Let A be a K-subalgebra of Rand 1 be an ideal of A. A subset F 
of 1 is said to be a Grobner basis of 1 with respect to r if the initial ideal in(l) is 
equal to the ideal of inCA) generated by the monomials in(f) with f E F. 

If the initial ideal in(l) is generated, as an ideal of inCA), by a set of monomials 
G, then for cvery m in G we can take a polynomial 1m in 1 such that inUm) = m. 
Thereforc 1 has a finite Grobner basis iff inC}) is finitely generated. In particular, 
if inCA) is a finitely generated K-algebra, then it is Noetherian and so all the ideals 
of A have a finite Grtibner basis. Evidently, all the ideals of R have a finite Gr6bner 
basis. 

There is an algorithm to detcnninc a Grobncr basis of an idcal of R starting 
from any (finite) system of generators. the famous Buchberger algorithm. Simi-
larly there is an algorithm that dccides whether a given (finite) set of generators 
for a subalgebra A is a Sagbi basis. There also exists a procedure that completcs a 
system of generators to a Sagbi basis of A, but it does not terminate if the initial 
algebra is not finitely generated. If a finite Sagbi basis for an algebra A is known, a 
generalization of Buchberger's algorithm finds Gr6bner bases for ideals of A. We 
will not usc these algorithms in this articlc and so wc refer thc intercsted readers 
to the literature quoted at the beginning of this section .. 

Inilialobjects Wilh respect to weighlS. In order to present the defonnation theory 
for initial ideals and algebras we need to further generalize these notions and 
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consider initial objects with respect to weights. As pointed out above, any posi-
tive integral weight vector a = (a l , .• . ,a,,) E N' induces a structure of positively 
graded algebra on R. Let t be a new variable and set 

For f = I r;mj E R with r; E K and monomials m; one defines the a-homogeniza-
tion hom,,(j) of I to be the polynomial 

hom,,(j) = L r;m/'(f)-"C"'J. 

Let d = (a], ... ,an , 1) E N"+] . Clearly, for every I E R the element hom,,(j) E 
S is a' -homogeneous, and f = hom" (j) iff f is a-homogeneous. One has 

in.,(Jg) = in.,(J) ino(g) 

hom.,(Jg) = homo(J) homo(g) 

For every K -subspace V of R we set 

for all I,g E R 

in,. (V ) = the K -subspace of R generated by in,. (j) with f E V , 

hom.:.(V) = the K!t]-submodule of S generated by hom",(f) with f E V. 

(2) 

If A is a K-subalgebra of Rand J is an ideal of A. then it follows from (2) 
that in,. (A) is a K-subalgebra of Rand il1o(J) is an ideal of in.,(A). Furthermore 
homa{A) is a K!t]-subalgebra of Sand hom.. (J) is an ideal of hom., (A). As for 
initial objects with respect to monomial orders, in,,(A ) and homa(A) need not be 
finitely generated K-algebras, even when A is finitely generated. But if ina(A ) is 
finitel y generated, we may find generators of the form in.,(f]) , ... , m..(fk) with 
f l , ••. J k E A. It is easy to see that the fi generate A. This follows from the next 
lemma in which we use the notation fa = nr for a vector a E and the list , 
f = f] , ···,jk· 

Lemma 3.8. Let A be K-subalgebra of R. Assume thal ina(A) isjinitely genermed 
by il1o(J] ), ... , il1o (Jk) with f]! ... ,jk E A. Then every F E A has a representation 

where A; E K\ {OJ and a(F) i. 

Proof By decreasing induction on a(F). The case a(F) = 0 being trivial , we 
assume a(F) > O. Since F E A we have in.,(F) E in,, (A) = K[in.,(J, ), ... , in" (J,)J. 
Since ina (F) is an a-homogeneous element of the a-graded algebra il1o (A ), we 
may write 
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where a(in.,UCC;» = a(in., (F» for all i. We set F] = F "i) .. ;!CC, and conclude by 
induction since a(F]) < a(F) if F] -:f:. O. 0 

The following lemma contains a simple but crucial fact: 

Lemma 3.9. Let A be a K-subalgebra of Rand J be an ideal of A. Assume that 
ino(A) is finitely generaJed by ino(JI}"" , in.,(fk) with fl , ... ,fk E A. Let B = 
K[Y] , ... ,YkJ and take presentations 

'P,'B-+A jJ and 'P'B -+ in.,(A)jino(J) 

defmed by the substitutions 'P, (Y,) f,mod (J) Wid 'P(Y;) in., (fi) mod (in.,(J)). 
Set b (0(/,), ... ,a(f,» E Nt. Then 

inb(Kercp]) = Kercp. 

Proof As a vector space, inb(KerCPI ) is generated by the clements inb(p) 
with p E Ker CPl' Set u = b(p). Then we may write p = LA,.Ycc; + LPj y{3; where 

b(Y<X;) = u and b(YPi ) < u. The image F = LAJa; + LPJfJj belongs to J, and, 
hence, in.,(F) E in.,(J ). Since b(YY) 0(1'), it follows that ino (F ) LA, in.(fn,). 
Thus inb(p) E Kercp, and this proves the 

For the other inclusion we lift CPl and cP to presentations 

PI and 

mapping Yi to Ii and to in.,.(f;). respectively. Take a system of b-homogeneous 
generators G, of the ideal Kerp of B and a system of a-homogeneous generators 
Gz of the ideal in.,. (J) of ino(A}. Every g E Gz' being a-homogeneous of degree 
u = a(g), is of the fonn g = in.,. (g'), with g' E J. Theng' = L y;F"'; + LPJPj with 

aUCC;) = u and a(ffJj ) < u. Therefore g = L y;inoUCC;). 
We choose the canonical preimage of the given representation of g, i.e. hg = 

L '}iya,. Then the set Gl U {hg : g E Gz} generates the ideal Kenp. For all g E Gz 
and g' as above, the canonical preimage of the given representation of g, i.e. 
h = L r;Ycc, + Ll..lj ytJi is in KerCPI' and one has inb (h) = hg • 

It remains to show that g E inb(Kerrp,) for g E G1. Every g E Gl is homo-
geneous, say of degree u, and hence g = LAiyaj with b(Y cc;) = u. It follows 
that LA;in.,.(fcc;) = O. Therefore LAJa; = LI..l-JPj with a(IOi) < u by Lemma 
3.8. That is, g' = LA;ya; LJ.lj ytlj is in Kerp. In particular, g' E Kercp] and 
inb(g) g. 0 

A weight vector a and a monomial order t on R define a new monomial order 
Tn that "refines" the weight a by t: 

{
arm,) > a(m,) or 

m, >ro m2 
a(m l ) =a(mz) andm, >r mz· 
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We extend 'fa to S = R[t J by setting: 

{ 

d (m/) > d (m,lj) 0' 

m/ >ra' In1/) {::::} d(m<) = d(m2? and < or 

d(m]t) = d(m2t ) and I = J and m] >r m2 . 

By construction one has 

in,oU) in,d(hoffioU» fOl all fER, f" O. 

Given a K -subspace V of R, we let V K(t] denote the K[t]-submodule of S generated 
by the elements in V. 

Proposition 3.10. Let a be a positive integral vector and r be a mOllomial order 
on R. For every K-subspace V of R one has: 

(a) inr,,(V) = inr,,(in,, (V)) = inr (illa (V», 
(b) Ifeither inr(V ) in..(V) or inr(V) 2 in., (V), then inr(V) = in.,(V), 
(e) in,o(V)KII) in,,(hOffio( V)), 
(d) The quotient Sjhom.,(V) is afree K[l ]-module. 

Proof (a) Note that inr,,(f) = inr,,(in,,(f» = inr (in.,(J)) holds for every f E 
R. It follows that the first space is contained in the second and in the third. On the 
other hand , since m..(V) is a -homogeneous, the monomials in its initial space 
arc initial monomials of a-homogeneous elements. But every a-homogeneous 
clement in in,,(V) is of the form in,,(f) withf E V. This gives the other inclusions. 

(b) If one of the two inclusions holds, then an application of inr(" ) to both 
sides yields that inr (V) either contains or is contained in inr(in..(V». By (a) the 
lattcr is illr,,(V). Then by Proposition 3.4(i) we have that illr(V) = illr"(V) , Next 
we may apply 3.4(h) and conclude that indY) = in.,(V). 

(c) For evcry fER onc has inra'(hom,,(f» = inr,,(f). Thus inr,,(V)K[t] 
inr .... (hom,,(V». On the other hand, hom,,( V) is an d -homogeneous space. There-
fore its initial space is generated by the initial monomials of its d -homogeneous 
elements. An d-homogcllcous c1cment of degree, say, u in hom,,(V ) has the form 
g = I f", ] A;la;hom,,(f;) where Ii E V and (Xi + a(fi) = u. If (Xi = (X) then a(fi) = 
a(f) and hom,,(fi+ Ij) = hom,,(f;) + hom.,(fj)' In other words. wc may assume 
that the (Xi are all distinct and, after reordering if necessary, that (Xi < (Xi+!' Then 
illr .... (g) = tal inr .... (hom(j,» = tal inr,,(j,) . This proves the other inclusion. 

(d) By (c) and Proposition 3.4(b) thc (classes of the) elements tam, (X E N, 
mE M(R ) \ M(V ). form a K-basis of Sjhom,,(V). This implics that the set M(R) \ 
M(V) is a K II)-basis of S/hom.,(V). 0 

The next proposition connects the structure of RI I with that of RI in,,{R): 
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Proposition 3.11. For every ideal I ofR the ring S/hom,,(I) is afree K[t ]-module. 
/n particular I - a is a non-zero divisor on S/ hOI1la(I ) for every a E K. Fur-
lhermore S/(holllo(J) + (/)) 9! R/ in,(/) and S/(hom,(J) + (I - a)) 9! R/I for all 
a 7' o. 

Proof The first assertion follows from 3.10(c). It implies that every non-zero 
element of K[rJ is a non-zero divisor on S/hom,,(/) . For S/(hom,,(!) + (I» 
R/ in.,(I) it is enough that hOI1la(l) + (t) = in,,(!) + (t) . This is easily seen since 
for every fER the polynomials in.,(f) and hOI1la(J) differ only by a multiple 
of I. To prove that S/(hom,,(/) + (t- a») R/I for every a =/:- 0, we consider 
the graded isomorphism VI: R --+ R induced by vr(X;) = a -".-X;. One checks that 
vr(m) = a -,,(mjm for every monomial m of R and that hOI1la(J) - a"(f) vr(J) is a 
multiple of t - 0: for all the fER. So hom" (I) + (I - a) = VI(I) + (I - a), which 
implies the desired isomorphism. 0 

Now we use Proposition 3.11 for comparing R/ I with R/ in.,(I). 

Proposition 3.12. (a) R/ I and R/ in., (I) have the same Krull dimension. 
(b) The following properties are passed from R/ in.,(l) on to R/ /: being re-
duced, a domain, a normal domain, Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein. 

(c) Suppose thaI / is graded with respect to some positive weight veclor b. 
Then in.,(1) is b-graded, 100, and the Hilbertfunctions oj R/! and R/ in,,(l) 
coincide. 

Proof Let us start with (b). The K-algebraA = S/ hOI1la(I) is positively graded. 
Let m denote its maximal ideal generated by the residue classes of the indetermi-
nates. Then A has one of the properties mentioned if and only if the localization 
AI = Am does so. In fact, all of the properties depend only on the localizations 
of A with respect to graded prime ideals, and sllch localizations are localizations 
of AI (see [13, Section 1.5 and Chapter 2]). The element t is a non-zero-divisor 
in the maximal ideal of the local ring AI. Moreover AI/( r) is a localization of 
R/ in.,(I), and the properties under consideration are inherited by localizations. 
As just pointed out, they ascend from A'to A. Therefore it remains to prove that 
they also ascend from AI /(t) to AI. 

It is elementary to show that AI is reduced or an integral domain if A' /(1) 
has this property. For the Cohen-Macaulay and Gorenstein property the same 
conclusion is contained in (13,2.1.3 and 3. 1.9]. 

It remains to consider normality. We show that AI has the Serre properties (R I) 
and (S2) if these hold for AI /(l) . Let P be a prime ideal of A' with heightp ::; 1. 
If t E p, then p = p/(t) is a minimal prime ideal of AI/(l}, and the regularity 
of (N/(t)}jj = implies that of AI. If t ft p, we choose a minimal prime 
overideal q of p + (t). Since AI is an integral domain and Ii localization of an 
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affine K*algebra, we must have height q = height I' + 1. Moreover, heightq /(t) = 
height q - 1 = heightI' . It follows that (AII(t))q is regular. So and its localiza-
tion arc regular. Suppose now that height I' 2. We must show that 
2. If t E p, then we certainly have depth (AI I (t))p 1, since (AI I (t))p is regular or 
has depth at least 2. Otherwise we take q as above. Then dcptb(AI I(t))q 2, and 

3. We choose u -=f 0 in p. If = 1, then p/(u) is an associated 
prime ideal of AII(u). Moreover, we have 2, and = I. 
This is a contradiction (0 [13,1.2.13]: for a local ringR one has depthR :::; dim RIp 
for all associated prime ideals p of R. 

It remains to transfer the properties listed in (b) to All = AI(1 - 1) RI I , the 
dehomogenization of A with respect to the degree 1 clement t. So All is the degree 
o component of the graded ring Alr l ], and Alt- I ] is just the Laurent polynomial 
ring in the variable t over All . (This is not hard to see; cf. [13, Section 1.5]. The 
main point is that the surjection A --t All factors through A[l-I] and that the latter 
ring has a homogeneous unit of degree 1.) Finally, each of the properties descends 
from the Laurent polynomial ring toAII. 

For (a) one follows the same chain of descents and ascents: dimRI I = dimAII 
= dimAII[t ,1- 1]- I = dimA[t-l j = dimA - I. For the very last equality one has 
to use that I is a non-zcro*divisor in an affine K-algebra. 

(c) First one should note that in..(I) is b-graded, since the initial form of a 
b-homogeneous element is b-homogeneous, too. We refine the weight a by a 
monomial order T and derive the chain of equations 

H(R/ in., (I)) H(R/ in,(in.(I))) H(R/ in,. (I) ) H(R//). 

for the Hilbert function H( .. ) from 3.4(e) and 3.1O(a). D 

Very often one wants to compare finer invariants of Rlina(I) and RI I, for 
example if I is a graded ideal of R with respect to some other weight vector b. The 
next proposition shows that the comparison is possible for graded components of 
Tor-modules. One can prove an analogous inequality for Ext-modules. 

Proposilion 3.13. Lei a,b positive integral vectors and let 1,J1 ,12 be b-Iwmoge-
neous ideals of R with 1;; 11 and 1 ;; 12, Then in.. (1), ina(JI ),ina(J2) are also 
b-Iwmogeneous ideals, and one has 

dim, Torl(ll(R/l1 ,R/J,) j dim, Torl(1 '".(J) (R/ in.,(J1),R/ in. (J,)) j 

where the graded structure on the Tor-modules is inherited from the b-graded 
struCiure of their arguments. 

Proof On S we introduce a bigraded structure, setting degXj = (bi,ai) and 
degt = (0, I) . The ideals' = homa(l ), 'I = hOITla (lt) and '2 = homa(J2) are 
then bigraded and so are the algebras they define. We need a standard result in 
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homological algebra: if A is a ring, M ,N are A-modules and x is a non-zero-
divisor on A as well as on M then Tor1(M,N IxN) Tor.'-/XII.(M IxM,N IxN). (It is , 
difficult to find an explicit reference; for example. one can use [13. 1.1.5].) If, in 
addition, x is a non-zcro-divisor also on N. then wc have the short exact sequence 
o -» N -» N -» N I xN -» O. It yields the exact sequence 

0 -» CoKer CPi -» Tor.' /.<A (M IxM ,N IxN) -» Ker<Pi_l -» 0 

where CPi is multiplication by xon Tor1(M ,N). 
SetA S/homo (J), M S/ homo(J\), N SI hom., (J,) and T; Tor,t(M,N). 

Since the modules involved arc bigraded, so is Ii. Let Ti) be the direct sum of all 
the components of 1i of bidegree (j ,k) as k varies. Since 1i is a finitely gener-
ated bigraded S-module, Ii) is a finitely generated and graded K[tJ-module (with 
respect to the standard grading of K[t]) . So we may decompose it as 

Ii j = Fi j ID Gij 

where Fii is the free part and Gii is the torsion part, which, being K [tJ-graded, is a 
direct sum of modules of the form K[tl /( ta ) for various a > O. Denote the minimal 
number of generators of Fij and Gii as K[tJ-modules by iii and gii' respectively. 
Now we consider the b-homogeneous component of degree j of the above short 
exact sequence with x = t, which is a non-zero-divisor by Proposition 3.lO(d). It 
follows that 

If we take x = t - I instead of x, then we have 

and this shows the desired inequality. o 

Note that one can also usc Proposition 3.13 to transfer the Cohen-Macaulay 
and Gorenstein properties from RI ina(/) to RI I if I is b-graded. 

If I is graded with respect to the ordinary weight (1, ... , 1) then it makes sense 
to ask for the Koszul property of Ri l. By definition, Ri l is Koszul if Tor'/II (Rim, 
Ri m) i is non-zero only for i = j. Backelin and Froberg [4] give a detailed discus-
sion of this class of rings. 

Corollary 3.14. Suppose thLlt 1 is a graded ideaJ with respect to the weight 
( I , ... , 1). If, for some positive weight a. in,,(/) is generared by degree 2 mono-
mials, then Rjl is Koszul. 

Proof By a theorem of Froberg [35] the algebra Rj in,, (l) is Koszul. so that 
the corollary follows from 3.13. 0 
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In order to apply the previous results to initial objects defined by monomial 
ordcrs we have to approximate such orders by weight vectors. This is indeed 
possible, provided only finitely many monomials have to be considered. 

Proposition 3.15. Let T be a monomial order on R. 

(a) Let {(m, ,n, ), . .. ,(mk,nk )} be afinite set of pairs of monomials s uch thal 
mj >r ni for all i. Then there exists a positive integral weigh! a E such 
that a(m j ) > a(ni}for all i. 

(b) Let A be a K -subalgebra of R and I I"'" I" be ideals of A. Assume tlult 
inr(A) is finitely generaled as a K-algebra Then Ihere exists a posjlive in-
tegral weight a E Wi. such lhal inr(A) = ina (A ) and inr (I;) = in.. (Ii) for all 
i = I , ... ,h. 

Proof (a) Sci tni = X a; and ni = X I3; and Ii = ui - /Jj E :l" . Let r be the 
k x n integral matrix whose rows are the vectors rio We are looking for a positive 
column vector a such that all the coefficients of the vector ra are > O. Suppose, 
by contradiction, there is no such a a. Thcn (onc version of the famous) Farkas 
Lemma (see Schrijver [65, Section 7.31) says that there exists a linear combination 
v = LC,Y, with non-negative integral coefficients ci E N such that v :S 0, that is v = 
(vI"' " v,,) with Vi:::; O. Thcn it follows that nim?X-" = which contradicts 
our assumptions because the monomial order is compatible with the sem igroup 
structure. 

(b) Let Fo be a finite Sagbi basis of A, let Fi be a finite Grobner basis o f I i and 
set F = UiFj . Consider the set U of pairs of monomials (in(f),m) where f E F 
and m is any non-initial monomial of f. Since V is finite , by (a) there exists a E 
such that in.. (1) = inr (f) for every f E H. We s how a has the desired property. 
Sct Vo = A and Vi = I", By construction the (algebra for i = 0 and ideal for i > 0) 
generators of the inr(V;) belong to ina(Vi) so that inr(Y,) <; in.. (V,). But then, by 
Proposition 3.10(c), we may conclude that inr(Vj ) = in.. (V,). 0 

The main theorem of this section summarizes what we can say about the 
transfer of ring-theoretic properties from initial objects. For the Koszul property 
of subalgebras we must allow a "normalization" of degree. Suppose that b is a 
positive weight vector b, and suppose that a subalgebra A is generated by elements 
f" ... , fs of the same b-degree e E N. Then every e lement g of A has b-degree 
divisible by e, and dividing the b-degree by e we obtain the e-lWnnalized b-degree 
ofg. 

Theorem 3.16. Let in( .. ) denote the initial objects with respect to a positive inte-
gral vector a E N" or to a monomial order T on R. Let A be a K-subalgebra of R 
and J be QJI ideal oj A Suppose lhal inCA) isfinilely generated. 

(a) One has dimA /J = dim in (A )/ in(J). 
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(b) lfin(A)/ in(l) is reduced, a domain, a normal domain, Cohen-Macaulay, 
or Gorenslein, Ihen so is A/I. 

(c) Let b be a positive weight veclOr, and suppose that A and I are b-graded. 
Then A/ I and in(A)/in(l) have the same Hilbertfunction. 

(d) If, in addition lO the hypothesis o/(c), in(A}/ in(l) is Koszul with respect 
to e-normalized b-degree/or some e, then so is A/I. 

Proof If the initial objects are formed with respect to a monomial order then, 
by 3.15, we may represent them as initial objects with respect to a suitable pos-
itive integral weight vector. Therefore in both cases the initial objects arc taken 
with respect to a positive integral weight Q, By Lenuna 3.9 there exist a polyno-
mial ring, say B, an ideal H , and a positive weight c such that B/H A/I and 
B/ inc(H } 2:': in(A) / in(l). Furthermore, under the hypothesis of (c), the weight b 
can be lifted from the generators of in(A) to the indetenninates of B. Now the 
theorem follows from Proposition 3.12 and Lemma 3.14. D 

The theorem is usually applied in two extreme cases. In the first case A = R, so 
that in(A) = R, and in the second case H = 0, so that in(J) = O. There is a special 
instance that deserves a separate statemenl 

Corollary 3.17. Let A be K-subalgebra of R, and suppose that in(A) is finitely 
genermed. If it is generated by monomials (e.g. if the initial algebra is taken with 
respectlO a monomial order) and normal, then A is normal and Cohen-Macaulay. 

Proof By a theorem of Hochster (13, 6.3.5] the IlOnnal semigroup algebra 
in(A) is Cohen-Macaulay. D 

Sometimes one of the implications in Theorem 3.16 can be reversed: 

Corollary 3.18. Let b be a positive weight vector, and suppose that the K-subal-
gebra A is b-graded and has a Cohen-Macaulay initial aLgebra in(A}. Then A is 
Gorenslein ifJin(A ) is Gorenstein. 

Proof Since in(A) is Cohen-Macaulay, A is Cohen·Macaulay as well. So both 
algebras arc positively graded Cohen-Macaulay domains. By a theorem of Stanley 
(13 , 4.4.6J . the Gorenstein property of such rings depends only on their Hilbert 
function, and both algebras have the same Hilbert function. D 

We want to extend Theorem 3.16 in such a way that it allows us to detennine 
the canonical module of A/ I. 

Theortm 3.19. Let A be a subalgebra of R as in Theorem 3./6, and I J ideals 
of A. Suppose lhat in (A) / in(1) and, hence, A/ I are Cohen-Macaulay. 
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(a) If in (J) / in(J) is the canonical moduLe of in(A) j in(J), then Jji is the 
canonical module of A j 1. 

(b) Suppose in addition that A,I ,J are b-graded with respect to a positive 
weight band in(J} j in (J) is the canonical module of in(A} j in(J ) (up to a 
shift). Then J / 1 is the graded canonical module (up to the same shift). 

Proof For the sake of simplicity and since it is sufficient for our applications, 
we restrict ourselves to the graded case in (b) and 1 = O. Since A is a Cohen-
Macaulay positively graded K -algebra which is a domain, to prove that J is the 
canonical module of A it suffices to show that J is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
module whose Hilbert series satisfies the relation HJ(t) = (-1 )dtkHA (I-I) for 
some integer k and d = dimA [13, Thm. 4.4.5, Cor. 4.4.6]. 

The relation HAt) = (-I}dtkHA(t- l ) holds since, by hypothesis, the corre-
sponding relation holds for the initial objects, and Hilbert series do not change 
by taking initial tenns; see Theorem 3. I 6(c). So it is enough to show that J is 
a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module. But in(J) is a height 1 ideal since it is the 
canonical module [13, Prop. 3.3.18], and hence J, too, has height 1. Therefore it 
suffices that Aj J is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. But this follows again from 3.16(b) 
since in(A )j in(J) is Cohen-Macaulay (even Gorenstein) by [13, Prop. 3.3.18]. 

o 

In order to prove the general version, one chooses representations A/ 1 Bj 1" 
AI J '" BI/" in(A)1 in(l) '" BI in(il)' in(A)1 in(J ) '" BI in(i, ) as in Lemma 3.9. 
For thc application of 3.11 one notes that t is a non-zero-divisor on all the residue 
class rings to be considered and thal C is the canonical module of a positively 
graded ring R ifC/IC is the canonical module of R/(t) for a homogeneous non-
zero-divisor of Rand C. ([ 13] contains all the tools one needs to prove this claim.) 

4. The Knuth-Robinson-Schensted correspondence 

The Knuth- Robinson-Schensted corrcspondence (in our context) sets up a bijec-
tion between standard bitableaux and monomials in the ring K[X]. The passage 
from bitablcaux to monomials is based on the deletion algorithm. 

Definition 4.1. Deletion takes a standard tableau A = (a ij ), say of shape (SI' 

52"")' and an index p such that sp > 5p+1' and constructs from them a standard 
tableau B and a number x, determined as follows: 

(I) Define the sequence kp ,kp _ I "" ,kJ by setting kp = sp and choosing ki for 
i < p to be the largest integer :5 Si such that aii. .$ Qi+I,k- " , .. 

(2) Define B to be the standard tableau obtained from A by 

• removing Q psp from the plh row, and 
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• replacing the entry of the ith row by ai+] ,k;-t-l • i = 1,. ., P - 1 

(3) Setx = aa' , 
The reader should check that B is a again a standard tableau. It has the same 

shape as A, ex.cept that its row p is s horter by one entry. Deletion has an inverse: 

Definition 4.2. Insertion takes a standard tableau A = (ai)), say of shape (sp 
52"")' and an integer x, and constructs from them a standard tableau B and an 
index. p determined as follows: 

(1) Set; = 1 andB = A. 
(2) If 5 i = 0 or x> ais.' then add x at the end of the ith row of B, set p = i and , 
tenninate. 

(3) Otherwise let ki be the s mallest i such that x::; ajsJ' replace b
kiSI 

with x, 
set x = ak,Si and ; = i + 1. Then go to (2). 

Again it is easily checked that B is a standard tableau whose shape coincides 
with that of A, except that the row p of B is longer by one entry. 

Deletion and Insertion arc clearly inverse to each other: if Deletion applied to 
input (A,p) gives output (B,x), then Insertion applied to (B,x) gives output (A,p) 
and viceversa. 

The Knuth- Robinson-Schen5ted corresporuience, KRS for short, is at first 
defi ned as a bijective correspondence between the set of the standard bitableaux 
(as combinatorial objects) and the set of the two-line arrays of a certain type. The 
two-line array KRS (E) is constructed from the standard bitableau 1: by an iteration 
of the following KRS-step: 

Definition 4.3. Let!: = (A l B) = (aijlbij ) be a non-empty standard bitableau. 
Then KRS-5Iep constructs a pair of integers (e, r ) and a standard bitableau 1:' as 
follows. 

(I ) Choose the largest entry e in the lefl tableau of E; suppose that ((ipi]), 
... ,(i .. i] < ... < is the set of indices (i,i) such that e=a,'j" Set 
p = i .. and q = i ... (We call (p,q) the pivot posilion.) 

(2) Let A' be the standard tableau obtained by removing Qpq from A. 
(3) Apply Deletion to the pair (B,p). The output is a standard tableau B' and 
an element r . 

(4) set !:' = (A', B') . 

Now KRS (!:) is constructed from the outputs of a sequence of KRS-steps: 

Definition 4.4. Let!: be a non-empty standard bitableau of shape s] ,S2 ' . . sp' Set 
k = s] + ... + s p and definc the two-line array 

KRS (l:) (£1 £, ... £'_1 £,) 
r ] r2 .. .rk_ ] rk 
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as follows. Starting from Lk = L, the KRS-stcp 4.3, applied to Li for i = k,k-
I , ... , I, produces the bitableau Li _ 1 and the pair (ii, r,). 

We give an example in Figure 2. The circles in the left tableau mark the pivot 
position, those in the right mark the chains of "bumps" given in 4.1(2): 

@2 4 CD 

1013
1 1 I: 121CDI 

(' 2 34 4 , 2 5 

FiguTI! 2. The KRS algorithm 

The two-line array KRS (L) has the following properties: 

(a) ( .:s; i j+1 for all i, 
(b) if ( = (+1 then 'j;::: 'i+1' 

@ 0 
[illJ[illJ 

Property (a) is clear since the algorithm chooses £j+l i j. If £i = £i+l then the 
pivot position of the (j + I)tb deletion step lies left of (or above) the pivot position 
of the ith deletion step. Now it is easy to see that the element pushed out by the 
(i + I)th step is not larger than that pushed oul by the ith step. 

KRS gives a correspondence between standard bitableaux and two-line arrays 
with properties (a) and (b). It is bijective since it has an inverse. For the inversion 
of KRS one just applies the Insertion algorithm to the bottom line of the array to 
build the right tableau: at step j it inserts 'i in the tableau obtained after the (j - I)th 
step. Simultaneously one accumulates the left tableau by placing the clement fi in 
the position which is added to the right tableau by the ith insertion. 

It remains to explain how we can interpret any two-line array satisfying (a) 
and (b) as a monomial: we associate the monomial 

to it, clearly establishing the desired bijection. To sum up, we have constructed 
a bijective correspondence between standard bitablcaux and monomials. If we 
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restrict our attention to standard bitableaux and monomials where the entries and 
the indeterminates come from an m x n matrix , we get 

Theorem 4.5. The map KRS is a bijection between the set oj standard bitableaux 
on p , ... ,m} x {I , ... ,n} and ,he monomials of K[X). 

This theorem proves the second half of the straightening law: the KRS cor· 
respondence says that in every degree d there are as many standard bitableaux 
as monomials. Since we know already that the standard bitableaux generate the 
space of homogeneous polYllOmials of degree d, we may conclude that they must 
be linearly independent. 

Remark 4.6. In the fundamental paper [50) Knuth extensively treats the KRS 
correspondence for column standard bitableaux with increasing columns and non-
decreasing rows. (Deletion still bumps the entries row·wise, but the condition 
aik; $ ai+ l ,k;+l in 4.1(1) must be replaced by aik; < ai+I,k; .)' The same point of 
view is taken in Fulton [36J , Knuth [51], Sagan [63] ami Stanley [69]. The version 
we are using is the "dual" one (see [50, Section 5 and p. 724]). The notes to 
Chapter 7 of (69] contain a detailed historical discussion of the correspondence. 

Below we will consider decompositions of sequences into increasing and non· 
increasing sequences. For column standard bitableaux these attributes must be 
exchanged. 

We have just sccn that KRS is a bijection between two bases of the same vcctor 
space. Therefore we can extend KRS 10 a K-linear aulOmorphism of K[X ]. The 
automorphism KRS does not only preserve the total degree, but even the zmffiZ" 
degree introduced above: in fact, no column or row index gets lost. However, note 
that KRS it is not a K-algebra isomorphism: it acts as the identity on polynomials 
of degree I but it is not the identity map. It would be interesting to have some 
insight in the properties of KRS as a linear map, like. for instance, its eigenvalues 
and eigenspaces. 

Remark 4.7. We note some important properties of KRS: 
(a) KRS commutes with. transposition of the matrix X: Let XI be an x m matrix 

of indetenninates, and Jet T: K[X ]-t K[XI] denote the K·algebra isomorphism 
induced by the substitution Xij H Xli; then KRS(r(f)) = T(KRS(f)) for all f E 
K[X]. Note that it suffices to prove the equality when J is a standard bitableau. 
Herzog and Trung [44, Lemma 1.1] poinl oul how to translate Knuth's argument 
from column to row standard tableaux. 

(b) All the powers r} of a standard bitableau arc again standard, and one has 

KRS(l:') = KRS (l:)'. 

This is not hard to check: k successive deletion steps o n f} act like a single deletion 
step on k copies of 1:. 
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(c) If L is a minor [ai G.z ... O-t I bibz .. . b,l then KRS(L) is just (the product of 
the elements on) the main diagonal of 1:. More generally, if one the two tableaux 
of L is "nested", i.e. the set of entries in eaeh row contains the entries in the next 
row, then KRS(L) is the product of the main diagonals of L. (lbis is easy to see if 
the right tableau is nested; one uses (a) for transposition.) 

Note, however, that in general KRS(L) need not to be one of the monomials 
which appear in the expansion of L. In other words, KRS docs not simply select 
a monomial of the polynomial r; there is no algebraic relation betwccn KRS (L) 
and the monomials appearing in L. 

In the application of KRS to Grobner bases of determinantal ideals it will be 
important to relate the shape of a standard bitableau r to "shape" invariants of 
KRS(l:). In the KRS correspondence the right tableau, and hence its shape, is 
determined solely by the bottom line of the correspond ing two-line array. There-
fore we are lead to the following problem: Let r = r i ,rz,'" ,rk be a sequence of 
integers and let Ios(r) be the standard tableau determined by the iterated insertions 
of the ri o What is the relationship between the shape ofIns(r) and the sequence r? 

A subsequence v of r is determined by a subset V of { I , ... ,k}: if V = 
{ii " " , i, } with ii < .. . ,< i, then v = v(V ,r) = ri," " ,r;,' The length of v is 
simply the cardinality of V. A first answer to the question above was given by 
Schensted and had indeed been a motivation of his studies. 

Theorem 4.8 (Schensted). The length o/theftrsl row o/ Ins(r) is lhe length o/the 
longest increasing subsequence o/r. 

Does the length of the ith row for i > I have a similar meaning? Actually, 
these lengths cannot be interpreted individually, but some of their combinations 
reflect properties of the decompositions of the sequence r into increasing subse-
quences. This is the content of Greene's extension of Schensted theorem, which 
we will now explain. A decomposition of r into subsequences corresponds to a 
partition V = (V t , Vz, ... , V,) of the set {I, ... ,k}. The shape of the decomposition 
is (IV11,lVzl, ... ,IVsl): we always assume that IV, I!::: IVz l !::: ... !::: 1V,1. An inc-
decomposition of r is given by a partition (U" Vz, .. . , V s) of the set {I, ... ,k} such 
that the associated subsequences are increasing. 

In Section 1 we have defined the functions ale' namely ale(A) = Ai ' Now 
We introduce a variant ale for sequences of integers r, setting 

ale (r) = max{ ak(J. ) : r has a inc-decomposition of shape J.}. 

Similarly we set 

a,(P) = a,(A) and ",(V ) = a,(A) 

for every tableau P and every inc-decomposition V of shape A. 
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Inc-decompositions are crucial for us since they describe realizations of a 
monomial as an initial monomial of a product of minors . This will be made 
more precise in the next section. However, in Section 7 it will turn out useful 
to have also a measure for decompositions into non-increasing subsequences. For 
a shape A = (5 1, ... ,51) we define A· to be the dual shape: the ith component of 
A· = (sj, ... ,5; ) counts the number of boxes in the ith column of a tableau of 
shape <1; formaliy 

s; = I{k,s, ill. 
The functions ak are dualized to 

and 

if P is a tableau of shape A. Analogously one defines a;(U) for a non-inc-decom-
position. However, the passage from inc-decompositions to oon-inc-decomposi-
tions contains already a dualizalion, and we set 

a; (r) = max{ ak(A): r has a non-inc-decomposition of shape A}. 

We can rephrase the definition of ak and a; for sequences r as follows: ak(r) 
(respectively, a;(r» is the length of the longest subsequence of r that can be 
decomposed into k increasing (non-increasing) subsequences. 

Theorem 4_9 (Greene). For every sequence of integers r and every k 2: 0 we have 

For k = lone obtains Schensted's theorem from (a). (Schensted also proved 
(b) for k = I.) The proof of Greene's theorem is based on Knuth's basic relations: 
two sequences of integers rand 5 differ by a Knuth relarion if one of the following 
conditions holds: 

(1) r = x l , ... ,x,.,y,Z,w,x"+4"",xk and 
s = Xl "" ,Xi,Y, W'Z'Xi+4"" ,xk' 
with z:::';y< w; 

(2) r = xl , ... ,x,.,z,w,Y,xi+.j"", xk and 
s = XI"" ,Xi' w,z,Y,xi+4"" ,xk' 
with z<y:::'; w. 

For every standard tableau P there is a canonical sequence rp associated with 
P such that Ins (r p) = P, defined as fo llows: rp is obtained by listing the rows of P 
from bottom to top, i.e. 

here (5], . .. ,5/) is the shape of P. 
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Theorem 4.10 (Knuth). Let rands be sequences. Then Ins(r) = Ins(s) if! r 
is obtained from s by a sequence of Knuth relations. In particular, the canoni-
cal sequence associaIed with Ins(r) is obtained from r by a sequence of Knuth 
relations. 

A detailed proof of the thcorem for column standard tableaux is contained in 
[50J. On [50, p. 724] one finds an explanation how to modify the Knuth relations 
and statements for row standard tableaux. 

Now Greene 's theorem is proved as follows: for (a) one shows that 

(i) a,,(P) = a,,(rp) for the canonical sequence rp associated to a standard tableau 
P, and 

(ii) a" has the same value on sequences that differ by a Knuth relation. 

The same scheme works for (b). We confine ourselves to (a), leaving (b) to the 
reader. 

For the proof of (i) let P = (Pij) and (J = (SI"'" s ... ) be the shape of P. FlfSt 
of all, r p has the inc-decomposition Pi!"" ,Pil .' i = 1, ... , r. The decomposition 
has the same shape as P. Hence a,,(P) :::; On the other hand, note that 
the columns of P partition rp into non-increasing subsequences. Therefore an 
increasing subsequence can contain at most one element from each column. and 
the total number of elements in a disjoint union of k increasing subsequences is at 
most L;;"I min(k ,si) = a,,(P). 

For the proof of (ii) we consider sequences a and b of integers that differ by 
a Knuth relation. In order to prove that a,, (a) = D:,,(b) it suffices to show that for 
every inc-decomposition G of a there exists an inc-decomposition H of b such 
that a,,(G) :-:; a,,(H). So let G be an inc-decomposition of a and let z, wand y as 
in the definition of the Knuth relations. If z and w belong to distinct subsequenccs 
in the decomposition G, then the increasing subsequences of G are not affected 
by the Knuth relation, and we may take H equal to G. (Strictiy speaking, we must 
change the partition of the index set underlying the sequences by exchanging the 
positions of z and w.) 

It remains the case in which z and w belong to the same increasing subse-
quence. Then a must play the role of r, and y must belong to another subsequence 
in its decom\X>sition G. Let u = p"z,w' Pz and v = P),Y,P4 denote those subse-
quences in g that contain Z, w and y. Here the Pi are increasing subsequences of a. 
Assume first the Knuth relation is of type (I). We can rearrange the clements of 
the sequences u and v into increasing subsequences of b in three ways: 

{ ,-It - PI ' w,PZ 
(II ) v' = P"Y, P, 

w' =, {

It' = PI ,y, w,Pz 
(Ill) v' = p"p, 

w' =, 
Sup\X>sc that both u and v contribute to a,,(G). Then we replace u and v by 

the sequences ul and v' defined in (I), obtaining an inc-decomposition H of b 
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with ClJ,,(H) ClJ,,(G): in fact, H contains k subsequences whose lengths sum up to 
"k(G). 

If u does not contribute to ClJ,, (G). then we replace u and v by the sequences 
ul

, v, w in (II). The inc-decomposition H of b consisting of the remaining subse-
quences of a and Ii, v, w' has Clk(H) = Clk (G). 

Now suppose that u contributes to Clk(G), but v does not. Then we replace u 
and v by the three sequences defined in (Ill), with the same result as in the previous 
case. 

The dual argument works in the case of a Knuth relation of type (2). It com-
pletes the proof of Greene's theorem. 

Another series of very useful functions is given by the y, introduced in Sec-
tion 2, Y,(A) = :E;max(A; - t + 1,0), where I is a non-negative integer and A is a 
shape. We extend the y, to sequences in the same way as the Clk : 

y,(r) = max{ Y,(A) : r has an inc-decomposition of shapeA}. 

Like the Cl"" the 1, are invariant under KRS: 

Theorem 4.11. For every sequence of integers r we IuJve -y, (r) = y,(Ins(r)). 

One can prove Theorem 4.11 by arguments completely analogous with those 
leading to Greene 's theorem. This approach has been chosen in [9]. Alternatively 
one can use the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.12. For each shape A thefollowing holds: 

<===> forsomek , 15: k 5: 1. 

We leave the easy proof to the reader, as well as the dual version of Theorem 
4.11. 

Remark 4.13. In spite of the Theorems 4.9 and 4.11: in general there does not 
exist an inc-decomposition of a sequence r with the same shape as Ins(r). The 
sequence 4, 1,2,5,6,3 as in Figure 2 has no inc-decomposition of shape (4,2) but 
the shapes (4 , 1, 1) and (3 , 3) occur, and this is enough for the invariance of the 
functions Cl", and Yr. 

5. KRS and GrObner bases of ideals 

Once and for all we now introduce a diagonal term order on the polynomial ring 
K[X]. With respect to such a term order, the initial monomial inC 5) is the product 
of the elements on the main diagonal of 5 (for brevity we call this monomial the 
main diagonal). There are various choices for a diagonal tenn order. For example, 
one can take the lexicographic order induced by the total order of the Xij that 
coincides with the lexicographic order of the positions (i , j). 
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Remark 5.1. It is not hard to show that distinct standard bitableaux L of maximal 
minors have distinct initial monomials with respect to a diagonal term order on 
K[X ]. This proves the linear independence of these standard bitableaux by 3.4(d). 
Also KRS is "trivial" for such L. since KRS (L) = in(E). See 4.7(c) for a more 
general statement. 

The power of KRS in the study of Gr6bner bases for determinantal ideals 
was detected by Sturmfels [66}. His simple. but fundamental observation is the 
following. Assume that 1 is an ideal of K [X ] which has a K-basis of standard 
bitableaux B. Then KRS(l) is a vector space of K [X ] that has two of the properties 
of an initial ideal: it has a basis of monomials and it has the same Hilbert function 
as I. Can we conclude that KRS (1) is the initial ideal of I? Not in general. but 
if KRS (1) in(l) or the other way round, then equality is forced by the Hilbert 
funct ion. This argument yields 

Lemma 5.2. (a) Let 1 be an ideal of K [X ] which has a K-basis, say B, of 
standard bitableaux, and let S be a subsel of I. Assume that for all L E B 
there exists s E S such that in(s) I KRS(E). Then S is a Gr(jbner basis of 1 
wui ;n(l) KRS(l). 

(b) Lell and I be Iwmogeneous ideals such Ihal m(l) KRS(I) and ;n(I) 
KRS(J). Then ;n(l)+ ;n(I) ;n(l + I ) KRS(I + I) and ;n(1) n m(I) 
;n(l n I ) KRS(l n I ). 

Proof (a) Let J be the ideal generated by the monomials in(s) with s E S. The 
hypothesis implies that KRS(1) J in(l). Since the first and the third term have 
the same Hilbert function it follows that KRS(!) = J = in(!). For (b) one uses 

KRS(l+ I ) KRS(I) + KRS (I ) ;n(1) + ;n(I) " m(l + I), 
KRS(l n I ) KRS (I) n KRs(J) ;n(l) n m(J) ;) m(InI) , 

and concludes equal ity from the Hilbert function argument. 

Stunnfels appl ied Schensted's theorem to prove 

o 

Theorem 5.3. The I-minors ofXfonn a Grabner basis of 1/, and KRS (I/) = in(I/) . 

Proof The set B of standard bitableaux whose first row has length ;?: t is a 
K-basis of 1/. Let S be the set of the minors of size t. By 5.2. it is enough to show 
that for every :E E B there exists 8 E S such that in(S) I KRS(L). Let Rand r be 
the top and bottom vector of the KRS image of L so that KRS(l:) = nXt.r .. By 
Schensted 's theorem 4.8 we can find an increasing subsequence r of length' t, say 
' ,' < r. <"·< r. withi, <i.< .. ·< i/.Butthen e. <e. <· .. <e. follows from 
1'1 " -1 '1 ':! " 

property (b) of the KRS-image. In other words, the factor nXt. ,. of KRS(:E) is 
'j 'i 

the main diagonal and hence the initial monomial of a I -minor. 0 
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Remark 5.4. That the (-minors of X form a Grobncr basis of 1/ has been proved 
by several authors. To the best of our knowledge, the result was first published by 
Narasimhan [6 1]. Independently, a proof was given by Caniglia, Guccione, and 
Guccione [18]. The result was re-proved by Ma [59]. 

The ideal of maximal minors has better properties than the 1/ in general, not 
only in regard to its primary decomposition (see Corollary 2.3), but also in regard 
to the Grobner basis: the maximal minors form a universal Grobncr basis. i.e. a 
Grobner basis for every term order on K[XJ. This difficult result was proved by 
Bernstein and Zelevinsky [6]. 

Also in the case I = 2 a universal Grobner basis of 1/ is known. It consists of 
hinomials; see Stunnfcls [67]. 

We fix an important observation, already used in the proof above: 

Remark 5.5. Let is a standard bitableau, f and r be the top and bottom vector 
of the KRS image Then any decomposition of the monomial into 
product of main diagonals corresponds to a decomposition of r into increasing 
subsequences. 

Consequently we extend the definition of iiI< and y, to monomials by setting 

where r denotes the bottom row in the two line array representing the monomial 
M, as discussed between Definition 4.4 and Theorem 4.5. 

Lemma 5.2 leads us to introduce the following definition: 

Definition 5.6. Let I be an ideal with a basis of standard bitableaux. Then we say 
that I is in-KRS if in(/) = KRS(I); if, in addition, the bitableaux (standard or not) 
6 E I fonn a Grobner basis, then I is G-KRS. In slightly different words. an ideal 
I with a basis of standard bitableaux is in-KRS if for each E I there exists x E I 
with KRS(E) = in(x); it is G-KRS, if x can always be chosen as a bitableau. 

As a consequence of Lemma 5.2 one obtains 

Lemma 5_7. Let I and J be ideals with a basis of standard bitableaux. 

(a) If I and J are G-KRS, then 1+ J is also G-KRS. 
(b) If I and J are in-KRS, lhen I +J and I nJ are also in-KRS. 

In general the property of being G-KRS is not inherited by intersections as we 
will see below. 

Now we are in the position to use the information we have accumulated on 
detcrminantal ideals and on the KRS map to describe Grobner bases and/or initial 
ideals of powers, products and symbolic powers of detenninantal ideals. 
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Theorem 5.8. For every kEN the symboLic power I}k) of II is a G-KRS ideal. Its 
initial ideal is genenued, as a vector space, by the monomials M with r, (M) 2: k. 
In particular, a Grabner basis of II(k) is given by the set of bitableaux 1: with 
y,CE) = k and no factor oj size < t. 

Proof Let SI be the set of the products of minors.6. with y,(.6.) 2: k. One has 
51 <;;l ?). By virtue of Theorem 4.11 and Remark 5.5 we know that for all standard 
bitableau L with y, (1:) 2: k there exists.6. in 5, with in(.6.) I KRS (1:). Thus it follows 
from 5.2 that 51 is a Grabner basis of II(Ic} and I?} is G-KRS. 

It remains to show that the initial term of any product of minors.6. with y,(.6.) 2: 
k is divisible by the initial term of a product of minors.6., without factors of size 
< t and with y,(.6.,) = k. If.6. has factors ofsizc < t, we simply get rid ofthem.lf 
y, (.6.) > k, then we cancel y, (.6.) - k boxes in the bitableau with the corresponding 
entries. In this way we get .6.1. 0 

Another important consequence of Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 2.4 is: 

Theorem 5.9. Let I" ... ,t, be positive integers and set I = It I . .. l" and gj = 
y,(t,,, . .. , t,). If char K = 0 or char K > min(/i ' m - I; , n - Ii) Jar all i, lhen I is 
in-KR5 and in(I) is generated, as a K-vector space, by the monomials M with 
r,(M) '" gJor all i. 

Theorem 5.9 is satisfactory if one only wants to determine the initial ideal of 
the product It1 .. . 11" but it does not tell us how to find a Grabner basis. A natural 
guess is that any such ideal is G-KRS, i.e. a Grabner basis of 1'1 .. . 11, is given by 
the products of minors (standard or not) which are in IlL" · 1, •. Unfortunately this 
is wrong in general. 

Example 5.10. Suppose that m 4 and char K = 0 or > 3, and consider the ideal 
14 /2, The monomial M = XllX13XllX34X43X45 has = 1 , Y;(M) = 2, Y2(M) = 
4, (M ) = 6. (We have seen a similar example already in Remark 4.13.) Hence, 
by virtue of 5.9, we know that M E in(l4/2). The products of minors of degree 6 
in li2 have the shapes 6 or (5, 1), or (4,2). Clearly M is not the initial monomial 
of a product of minors of shape 6 or of shape 5, I. The onJy initial monomial of a 
4-minor that divides M is XllX22X34 X45 but the remaining factor X 13X43 is not the 
initial monomial of a 2-minor. Hence M is not the initial monomial of a product 
of minors that belongs to 14 /2 . 

Nevertheless, if we confine our attention to powers of detcrminantal ideals, 
the result is optimal. 

Theorem 5.11. Suppose thai char K = 0 or char K > min(t , m - t , n - t). Then If 
is G-KRS and in(l,k) is genercued, as a K-vector space, by the monomials M Wilh 
Gk(M) kl. In particular, a Gr(jbner basis of If is given by the products of minors 
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t'o. slJ.Ch thaI t'o. has QJ most kfacrors, ak(t'o.) = kt, and degt'o. = kt. Therefore It has 
a minimal system of generators which is a GrlJbner basis. 

Proof Let SI be the set of the products of minors t'o. with a ,l:(t'o.) ;::: kt. By 
Proposition 2.7 we know that SI It Greene's theorem 4.9 and Remark 5.5 imply 
that for all standard bitableau t'o. with a ,l:(.1.) ;::: kt there exists t'o. in St with in(.1.) I 
KRS (I:). Thus it follows from Theorem 5.2 that SI is a Grobner basis of 1,,1: and 1,,1: 

is G-KRS. 
It remains to show that for every product of minors t'o. with a,l:(.1.) ;::: kt there 

exists a product of minors.1.1 with at most k factors, degree kt and a,l:(t'o.l) = kl 
such that in (.1. I )1 in(.1.). This step is as easy as the corresponding one in the proof 
of Theorem 5.8: .1.1 is obtained from.1. by skipping the rows of index> k (if any) 
and deleting a,l:(.1.) - kI boxes from the first k rows (in any way). 0 

Remark 5.12. (a) We can obviously generalize 5.9 and 5.11 as follows: Let 
cp ... ,c, E N, I = min{m,n). and V be the vector space spanned defined by all 
standard monomials E with r,.(E) ;::: c j (or aj(E) ;::: c j ) for all i; then V is an ideal 
and in-KRS. In fact, each of the inequalities defincs a G-KRS ideal in K[X]. We 
can even intersect V with a homogeneous component of K[X] (with respect to the 
total degree or the Z"'EB Z"-grading) to obtain an in-KRS vector space. 

(b) In [11) we have further analyzed the properties of being G-KRS or in-
KRS . If charK = 0 or > min(m,n). then a1l ideals I defined by shape have a 
standard monomial basis and are in-KRS: that I is defi ned by shape mcans that it 
is generated by products of minors and, for such a product t'o.. it depends only on 
It'o. l whether t'o. belongs to I. 

Furthermore, an ideal defined by shape is G-KRS exactly if is the sum of 
ideals J(k,d) nil' and, if m = n, (J(k,d) n il}!;:' where the J (k.d) play the same 
role for the a-functions as the symbolic powers do for the r-functions: J(k,d) is 
gencratcd by all bitableaux t'o. with ak (.1.) ;::: d. 

Remark 5.13. Let T be a new indetenninate, and consider the polynomial ring 
R' = K[X.T] where X, as usually, is an m x n matrix of indetenninates with m S n. 
The KRS-invariance of the functions ak has found another application to the ideal 

J = 1m + ... + (T m) . 

and its powers; see Bruns and Kwiecinski [14]. With the results accumulated so 
far, the reader can eas ily show that 

i' = R' (%/(k,d)T""-d). 
Let us extend the diagonal tenn order from K[X] to R' by first comparing total 
degrees and, in the case of equal total degree, the X -factors of the monomials. It 
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follows that in(Jk) = in(J)k and Jk has a Grobner basis of products I:1Tkm - d where 
1:1 is a bilableaux of total degree d such that ak (l:1 ) ;::: d. The technique by which 
we explore the Rees algebra of the ideal I, in Section 7 can a1so been applied to 
the Rees algebra of J; see [14]. 

6. Cohen-Macaulayness and Hilbert series of detenninantal rings 

Hochster and Eagon [47] proved that the determinantal ring K[X)/I, is Cohen-
Macaulay. Their proof is based on the notion of principal radical system; for this 
and several other approaches see [17]. Abhyankar [I] presented a formula for the 
Hilbert function of K[X ]j I, obtained by enumerating the standard bitableaux in 
the standard basis of K[X]j It. 

The goal of this section is to show how these results can be proved by Grobncr 
deformation. Le. by the study ofllie ring K[X)/ in(/,), By 5.3 we know that in(i, ) 
is a square-free monomial ideal. There are special techniques available for the 
study of such ideals. We briefly recall the main properties and notions to be used; 
for more details we refer the reader to 113. Chapter 5]. 

A simpl icial complex on a sct of vertices V = {I , . . . , n} is a set Do of subsets 
F of V such that G E Do whenever G F and F E Do. To any square-free monomial 
ideal I in a polynomial ring R =' K [XI " " ,X,, ] one can associate the (abstract) 
simplicial complex 

<l = {F <; {I , . .. ,n} : X,. \II} 

where Xp =' H eF Xi' Conversely, to any simplicial complex!! on the vertices 
{I, ... ,n} one associates a square-free monomial ideal I by setting 

1 = (XF : F \I <l) . 

The ring K[t1] = K[X]j I is called the Stanley-Reisner ring associated to 6. One 
can study the homological properties and the numerical invariants of K[!!] by 
analyzing the combinatorial properties and invariants of Do. An element F of 6 
is called aface; its cardinality is denoted by IF I. The dimension of F is IFI- I 
and the dimension of Do is max{dimF IF E !!}. By F (6 ) we denote the set of the 
facets of 1:1, i.e. the maximal elements of t1 under inclusion. Then 1:1 is said to be 
pure if every facet has maximal dimension, in other words, if dimF = dimt1 for 
all F E F(<l). 

Lemma 6.1. The Krull dimension of K[6 ] is dim6 + 1, and the multiplicity of 
K[6] equals the nwnber offacets oj maximal dimension oj t1. 

Proof This follows from the fact that the defining ideal of K[t1] is radical and 
its minimal primes are of the form (Xi: i rt F ) where F is a facet of Do. 0 
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Definition 6.2. A simplicial complex .6. is said to be shellabfe if it is pure and 
if its facets can be given a total order, say F"F2 , ... ,Fe, so that the following 
condition holds: for all i and j with I :S j < i :S e there exist v E F; \ Fj and an 
index k, I :S k < i, such that Fi \ Fk = {v} . A total order of the facets satisfying 
this condition is called a shelling of .6.. 

Shellability is a strong property, very well suited for inductive arguments. 
Suppose that F] , .. . , Fe is a shelling of a simplicial complex .6., let .6.; denote the 
smallest simplicial complex containing F" ... ,F,> and .6.; the smallest simplicial 
complex containing Fj n F; for all j < i. Then .6.; is obviously shell able and one 
has a short exact sequence 

where K[Fi] is the Stanley-Reisner ring of the simplex defined by F;, i.e. K[F,] is 
the polynomial ring on the set of vertices of F,. The fact that the given order of 
the facets is a shelling translates immediately into an algebraic property: K[lli] is 
defined by a single monomial. Its degree is the cardinality of the set 

c(F;.) = {v E F,. : there exists k < i such thatF; \ Fk = {v}} . 

This implies 

Theorem 6.3. LeI.6. be a shelloble simplicial complex of dimension d - I Wilh 
shelling F, ) ... ,Fe. Then: 

(0) The Stanley-Reisner ring K [.6.] is Cohen-Macaulay. 
(b) The Hilbert series o/Klil] IuJs the/orm h(z)!(l - z)' with h(z) = I,hjZ j E 

Zlx], ho = 1 and hj = I{i E (l , . .. ,e): [e(F,) [ = j)[. 

Proof In view of the exact sequence above, one easily proves both statements 
by induction on e, using the behavior of Cohen-Macaulayncss and Hilbert series 
along short exact sequences. 0 

Let us return to delerminantal rings. As pointed out, the ideal in(J,) is gen-
erated by square free monomials, namely the main diagonal monomials of the 
I-minors of X. The corresponding simplicial complex 6.,. consists of all the subsets 
of 

v = {I , ... ,m) x (l , .. . ,n) 

that do not contain a I-diagonal. (Note that the usual notation of matrix positions 
differs from Cartes ian coord inates by a 900 rotation!) The of.6., can be 
described in terms of family of non-intersecting paths. To do this, we give V a 
posel structure (certainly not the most natural one). We set 

(i , j) S; (h ,k) = i s; h and j k. 
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A subset A o f V is said to be a chain if each two elements of A are comparable 
in the poset V, and it is an antichain if it does not contain a pair of comparable 
clements, It is easy to see that an antichain with t elements corresponds to the main 
diagonal of a t-minor. For t = 2 the simplicial complex coincides with the order 
(or chain) complex of V: its faces are the chains and its facets are the maximal 
chains of the poset V. For general t the s implicial complex t1r is the set of those 
subsets of V which do not contain antichains of t clements; it i s called the step t 
order complex of V. 

A maximal chain of V can described as a path in V. A palh P in V from point 
A to point B, with A :S B, is, by definition, an unrefinable chain with minimum A 
and maximum B. It can be written as a sequence 

where 
(a i+, ,bi+,) - (a"b i ) (1,0) 0' (0, - I) foe all i. 

A point (ak,bk) is said to be a right-turn of the path P if I < k < d and 

If one describes the lattice V using either the Cartesian or the matrix notation, 
then a right-turn of P is exactly a point where the path turns to the right. Given 
two sets of s points td = AI ' . . . ,As and !$ = BI , . . . ,BJ of V, a set F is said to 
be a family of non-intersecting palhs from td to !$ if it can be decomposed as 
F = PI UP2 ···U Ps where Pi is a path from Ai to Bi and p; n Pj = 0 if i #- j . (We 
identify a family of paths with the set o f points on its paths. In the present setting 
this is allowed because the decomposition above is unique.) We will then say that 
a point C E F is a right turn of F is it is a right turn of the path to which it belongs. 
The length of a path form A = (x] to a po int B = (y\ 'Y2) depends only on A 

FigU1e 3. A pair o f oon-intcrsec;:ting paths with 2 right-turns (m = 5, n = 3, t = 3) 

and Band is equal to Yl - Xl +X2 -Y2 + 1. 

Proposition 6.4. Thefacets of t1r are exactly thefami/ies of nan-intersecting palm 
from (I, n), (2, n) , ... ,(t - I , n) to (m , I ), (m,2), .. . ,(m, t - I ). 

Proof A family of non-intersecting paths is in d l since an antichain intersects 
a chain in at most one point. That it is a facet can be easily proved directly, but 
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follows also from the fact that any such family has dimension (m + n - t + 1)(1 -
I) - I, which is, by 1.10, the dimension of fly since dimfly = dimK[6] - I = 
d;mK[X]/I, - \. 

It remains to show that every facet G E 6, is a family of non-intersecting paths 
from ( I ,n), (2,n), .. . ,(t - I ,n) to (m , I), (m,2) , ... ,(m,t- I) . The points of 

W = {(a,b): b-a 1 m - t+ I} 

do not belong to any t -antichain: there is not enough room. So G must contain W. 
We put 

(a,b) (c ,d) <= a < c and b < d. 

By construction. distinct points P, Q arc either comparable with respect to < or 
comparable with respect t o ....(. but not both. So a chain with respect to ....( is an 
antichain with respect to <, and viceversa. For a set of points A we denote by 
Min-c:(A) the set ofthc clements of A which are minimal with respect to -<. i.e. the 
elements P E A such that there is no Q E A with Q ....( P. We then define: 

G, .nd for i > I. 
J= I 

This is called the light aruJ shadow decomposition (the light here comes from the 
point (1, I». The family of the Gi satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) Every Gj is a chain since otherwise G, would contain two <-incomparable 
clements P, Q and then either P ....( Q or Q ....( P which is impossible. 

(b) For every P in Gi there exist PI E GI ,· .. ,Pi-I E Gi _ 1 such that PI -< P2 .. · ....( 
Pi- I ....( P. This is clear by construction. 

(c) For i = 1, ... / - 1 the set Gj contains the points (i,n) and (m, i). This follows 
from the fact that W G. 

(d) Gi is empty for i > 1 - I s ince otherwise we would get a t -antichain in G by 
(b). 

It follows that G is the disjoint union of the chains GI, ... , G'_ I atxl that each 
chain Gi contains (i,n) and (m,i). We prove that each Gj is indeed a path from 
(i ,n) and (m ,i). Clearly Gi cannot contain points which are smaller than (i ,n) or 
larger than (m ,i) since those points belong already to the G j with j < i. So it 
remains to show that G; is saturated. Recall that Q is said to be an upper neighbor 
of P if P < Q an there is not an H with P < H < Q. We have to show the following 

Claim. If P = (a,b) and Q = (c, d ) belong to G; and Q > P, but Q is not an upper 
neighbor, then there exists Ho E G; such that P < Ho < Q. 

We set 

{ 

(c,b) llctaandbtd, 
(c, d + l ) 
(a+ l ,b) if c;laandb = d. 
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Since P < H < Q. if H E Gi• then we are done; just set Ho = H . lf H ¢ C j , 

then there arc three possible cases: 

(1) If H E Gj forsomej < i, then. by (b), we may find T1,T2 E Gjsuch thatT, -( P 
and T2 -< Q. But 7, and 72 must be <-comparable with H . This is a contradiction 
because, by the c hoice of H , either T, -< H or 72 -< H. 
(2) If H E Gj for some j > j, then by (b) there is aT E Gj such that T -< H. 
If P < T < then we set Ho = T. Otherwise either T .s:; P or T Q. This is 
impossible since P < H < Q. 
(3) If H ¢ G then G U {H} does not contain a t -antichain since it has a decompo-
sition into t - I chains; j ust add H to Gi , This contradicts the maximality of G and 
concludes the proof. 0 

It follows from the above description that every facet of .6, has exacUy (m + 
n + I - /)(1 - 1) elements, so that is pure. Therefore the multiplicity of K!.6, ] 
and. hence, that of K[X]/ 1/ is given by the number of families of non-intersecting 
paths from (1, n) , (2,n), . .. ,(1 - 1 ,n) to (m, 1), (m,2) , ... , (m, l - 1). This number 
ean be computed by the Gessel-Viennot detcnninantal fonnula [37]: given two 
sets of points .91 = A1 , .. . ,As and 1$ = BI , ... ,BI , the number Paths(.9I,g) of 
families of non-intersecting paths from .91 to g is 

P,ths(d,&i') 

provided there is no family of non-intersecting paths from .w to any non-trivial 
permutation of g. Here Paths (Aj ,Bj } denotes the number of paths from Ai to B j' 

For Aj = (i,n) and Bj = (m,)) a simple inductive argument gives Paths(Aj, 

Bj } = and hence it yields the fonnula 

e(XIX]/I, ) det ((m - -J)) , , 
',p=I , ... ,l-l. 

After some row and column operations one can evaluate the detenninant using 
Vandermonde's formula to obtain 

Theorem 6.5. 
"_1 (m+ ,) 

e(XIXI//, ) = n 
,= 0 1-1 

The fonnula for e(K[X ]/I,) is due to Giambelli (1903). The proof above has 
been given b y Her.lOg and Trung [44], They have generalized this approach (in-
cluding Schensted's theorem 4.8) to the l-cogenerated ideals introduced in Sec-
tion 1. (Sec Harris and Th [43J for a different approach to Theorem 6.5.) 

Next we show that is shellable. This is a special case of a more general 
theorem due to Bjomer [7, Thm.7. 1J . 
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Theorem 6.6. The simplicial complex is shelJable. More precisely, the facets 
of 1'1/ can be given a total order such that c(F) is the set of right-turns of F for 
each facet F of 1'1,. 

Proof First we give a partial order to the set of paths connecting points A,B 
with A :S B. For two paths PI and Q I from A to B we write PI < QI if PI is "on the 
right" of QI as one goes from A to B (in Cartesian as well as in matrix notation). 
This is a partial order. 

LclAi= (i,n) and Bi= (m, i ) for i = 1, ... ,1-1. Given two families of non-
intersecting paths P = PI "" .P'- I and Q = QI " .. , Qr-I from AI "" ,Ar_1 to B" 
. .. ,B,_1 we set P < Q if Pj < Qj for the largest i such that p,. f- Qi' We extend this 
partial order on the set of families arbitrarily to a total order. 

To prove that he resulting total order is indeed a shelling, one takes two fami-
lies Q and P with P < Q and lets i denote the largest index j with Pj f- Qj . Then 
Qi is not on the right of p, .. It is easy to see Gust draw a picture) that there exists 
a right-turn, say H , of Qi which is (strictly) on left of Pi' By the choice of i, the 
point H does not belong to Pj for all j . So it suffices to show that for every right-
turn H = (x,y) of Qi there is a family R which is < Q in the total order such that 
Q\ R {H }. 

This is easy if either (x - I ,y - I) does not belong to Qi- I or i = 1: just replace 
(x,y) with (x - l ,y - I) in Qi to get a path and then set R = R]> . .. ,R,_I with 
R j = Qj if j f- i and Ri = e. By construction R < Q in the total order. 

It is a Iinle more complicated to define R when (by bad luck) the element 
(x- I ,y- I ) belongs to Pi- I ' But if this is the case, then (x- I,y - I) must by 
a right-turn of Pi- I (draw a picture). If (x - 2,y - 2) does not belong to Pi- 2, we 
may repeat the construction above: define R as the family obtained form Q by 
replacing (x,y) with (x- I ,y- I ) in Qi and (x- I ,y- I ) with (x-2,y-2) in 
Qi- I' The general case follows by the same construction. 0 

Theorem 6.6 has two important consequences. The first is 

Theorem 6.7. The algebras K[I'1,] arui K[XJ j 1/ are Cohen-Macaulay. 

Proof By Theorem 6.61'1, is shellable, and hence K[I'1/J is Cohen-Macaulay 
by Theorem 6.3. Since K[6., ) is K[Xl / in(I/). it follows from Theorem 3.16 that 
K[Xl /I, is as well. 0 

The second consequence is a combinatorial interpretation of the Hilbert series 
of determinantal rings. We need some marc notation for it. Given two sets of 
s points d and t$, let Paths(.0" ,t$)J.: denote the numbers of families of non-
intersecting paths from,sd to t$ with exactly k right turns, and set Paths(d , 86',z) = 
I k Paths(.a1,t$h/. In the case of just one starting and one ending point, say A 
and B, we denote this polynomial simply by Paths(A ,B,z). We have 
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Theorem 6.S. The Hilbert series Ht (z) of K [6, 1 and K [X Jl/ t is of the fonn 

H ( ) _ p,ths("", &J,z) 
I Z - (1 _ Z)d 

where d = (m + n + 1 - (HI - I ) is lhe Krull dimension, pi' = (t ,n},(2,n) , ... , 
(I - l ,n) and &J (m , 1), (m,2) , ... ,(m ,1 - 1). 

For t = 2, i.c. one starting and one end point, the polynomial 
can be casil y computed by induction on m and n and this yields the following 
formula: 

L. (m, ') (", '),' 
H2(:z.) = (l - z)m+/I 1 

It can be obtained also from the interpretation of K[X]/lz as the Segre product of 
two pol ynomial rings. 

By analogy with the Gessel -Viennat fonnula one may wonder whether the 
polynomial has a dctcrrninantal expression as 

del ( Paths(Aj , Bjlz») ... ,l- 1 (3) 

This is obviously true if there is just one starting and ending point, but cannot be 
true in general since Paths(.flI', tl,O} = I and Paths(A;, Bj ,O) = 1 for all i , j. But, 
very surprisingly, equality holds after a shift of degree if the starting points arc 
consecutive integral points on a vertical line and the end points are consecutive 
integral points on a h orizontal line. This is essentially the content of 

Theorem 6.9. The Hilbert series Ht(z) of and K[Xl/lt is 

det (L. (m;,) (",i)t ) . 
H ( ) = I ,j - I , ... , I 

, Z (' _' ) z 2 ( l _ z) {m+n+l- t){t- l ) 

Proof. Krattcnthaler [53] proved a detenninantal fonnula for Paths(.0",SD',z) 
for lfthe starting and end points arc those specified in 6.8. one can 
show that the determinant in Krattcnthaler's formula is equal to 

For the proof one ha.<i to describe the transfonnations in the corresponding 
ces. Details are to be found in [24]. 0 

Krattcnthalcr's detenninantal formula for the enumeration of families of 
intersection paths with a given number of right turns holds no matter how the 
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starting and end points arc located. But this is not equal to the polynomial (3) 
even if one allows a shift in degrce. So the formula of 6.9 should be regarded as 
an "accident" while the combinatorial description of 6.8 holds more generally, 
for instance. for algebras defined by l -cogeneratcd ideals. On the other hand 
Krattenthaler and Prohaska (54] were able to s how that the same "accident" takes 
place if the paths are restricted to certain subregions called one-sided ladders. This 
proves a conjecture of Conca and Herzog on the Hilbert series of one-s ided ladder 
detenninantal rings; see [24]. 

Remark 6.10. Since the rings K[X ]//, are Cohen-Macaulay domains, the Go-
renstein ones among them are exactly those with a symmetric numerator polyno-
mial in the Hilbert series [13, 4.4.61. By a tedious analysis of the fonnula for the 
Hilbert series (see [24]) one can prove that K[XJ/ I" t 2. 2, is Gorenstein if and 
only if m = n, a result due to Svanes. It is however more informative to determine 
the canonical module of K[XJ/ I, for all shapes of matrices; see [17. Section 8] or 
113,7.3J. 

Remark 6.11. It follows from Theorem 3.16 that the ring K[X]//z is Koszul. We 
can also conclude that the homogeneous coordinate ring KIA mJ (with m n) of 
the Grassmannian is Koszul. To this end we represent it as the residue class ring 
of a polynomial ring S whose indeterminates are mapped to the m-minors of X. 
TIlen we refine the partial order -< of m-minors to a linear order, lift that order 
to the indeterminates of S, and choose the Revlex tenn order on S. The elements 
of S representing the Plucker relations fonn a Grobner basis of the ideal defi ning 

KIA.I· 
Remark 6.12. Ladder determinantal rings are an important generalization of the 
cl assical determinantal rings. They are defined by the minors coming from certain 
subregions, called ladders, of a generic matrix. These objects have been intro-
duced by Abhyankar in his study of the singularities of Schubert varieties of flag 
manifolds and have been investigated by many authors, including Conca, Ghor-
pade, Gonciulea, Herzog, Knutson, Krattcnthaler, Kulkarni, Lakshmibai, Miller, 
Mulay, Narasimhan, Prohaska, Rubey and Tnmg (20, 21, 25, 39, 40, 41, 52, 44, 
54 , 55, 57, 60]. Ladder detenninantal rings share many property with classical 
detenninantal rings, for instance they are Cohen-Macaulay normal domains, the 
Gorcnstein ones arc completely characterized in tenns of the shape of the ladder, 
and there are determinantal formulas for the Hilbert series and functions. Many of 
these results are derived from the combinatorial structure of the Grabner bases of 
the ideals of definition. 

Remark 6.13. The ideal of I-minors of a symmetric matrix of indetenninates and 
the ideal Pf, of 2t-pfaffians of an alternating matrix of indeterminates can also be 
treated by Grobner basis methods based on suitable variants of KRS. 

Forpfaffians the method was introduced by Herzog and Trung (44]. They used 
it to compute the multiplicity o f K[X]/ Pf,. A dcterminantal fonnula for the Hilbert 
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series can be found in Dc Ncgri [31]; see also Gborpadc and Krattcnthalcr [38]. 
Baetica has extended the results of Section 7 to the pfaffian case. 

Conca [19] has transferred the method of Herl.og and Trung to the symmetric 
case, introducing a suitable version of KRS. He derived formulas for the Hilbert 
series and the multiplicity (see [19] for the latter). 

Conca [23] has attacked another class of determinantal ideals by Grobner basis 
methods, the ideals of minors of a Hankel matrix. This case, like that of maximal 
minors, is "easy" since different standard products of minors have different initial 
tenos so that the essential point is to define the standard products. 

In addition to the generic case, Harris and 1\1 [43J give formulas of type 6.5 
also in the symmetric and the alternating case. 

7. Algebras of minors: Cohen-Macaulayness and normality 

In this section we consider three types of algebras: the Rees algebra Sl(J) of a 
product I = Ir] .. . of determinantal ideals, the symbolic Rces algebra firymb(Jf) 
of If, and the algebra of (-minors At> namely the K-subalgebra K[Afr] of K[X] 
generated by the t-minors. By studying their initial algebras we will show that 
these algebras are normal and Cohen-Macaulay (under a suitable hypothesis on 
the characteristic of K). In all the cases the initial algebra is a finitely generated 
normal semigroup ring and its description as well as its normality are essentially 
a translation of the results of Section 5 into the algebra setting. 

It is convenient to embed all these algebras into a common polynomial ring S, 
obtained by adjoining a variable T to K[X], 

S K[X, TJ K[XIiTJ. 

For an ideal I of K [X ] the Rees algebra Sl(J) of I can be described as Sl(J) = 
ffiJkT t S. The symbolic Rees algebra of II is Slsymb(Jr ) = ffi,Jf(t)Tk Sand 
the algebra of minors Af can be realized as the subalgebra of S generated by the 
clements of the form oT where 0 is a minor of size t. (One only uses that all 
t-minors have the same degree as elements of K [X ].) 

Let us first discuss some simple and/or classical cases. (TIley are included 
in the general discussion below.) The Rees algebra of the polynomial K[X] with 
respect to the ideal II' its irrelevant maximal ideal, can be represented as a de-
terminantal ring. In fact, let R = K[X I ' ... ,X,, ] where the Xj are pairwise different 
indetenninatcs. Thcn the substitution Xj I-t Xj' Yj I-t XjT, i = I, ... ,n, yields the 
isomorphism &l(XI , ... ,X,, ) K[X,Y]/Iz (U) where 

u= (;: ::: ;:). 
For the isomorphism it is enough to note that the 2-minors of U are mapped 
to 0 by the substitution and that 12(U) is a prime ideal of height n - I so that 
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dimK[X ,YJj/2(U) = n + 1 = dimtl(X1, ... ,Xn ). It follows that the Rees algebra 
is a normal Cohen-Macaulay domain. It is Gorenstein only in the cases n = 1,2. 

The other extreme case t = min(m,n) is also much simpler than the gen-
eral one. Eisenbud and Huneke [34J have shown that $l(l,) is an algebra with 
straightening law on a wonderful poseL In particular it is Cohen-Macaulay. By 
Proposition 2.3 ffl(l,) = tlsymb(l,), This implies normality since symbolic powers 
of primes in K[X ] arc integrally closed. See [17, Section 9} or Bruns, Simis and 
Trung [16J for generalizations. 

For A, the case t = I is completely trivial, since AI = K[X ]. In the opposite 
cxtreme case t = min(m,n), say 1 = m :::; n, the algebra K[A m] = Am is the homo-
geneous coordinate ring of the Grassmannian of m-dimcnsional subspaces of the 
vector space K n, as discussed in Section I. This algebra is a factorial Gorenstein 
ring; see [17]. 

We have seen in Corollary 1.3 that dimAm = m(n - m) + 1. However, if 1 < 
min(m, n), then dimAI = dimK[X] = mn. Indeed, the indeterminates Xij arc alge-
braic over the quotient field of AI' It is enough to show this for a (t + 1) x (I + I) 
matrix X. The entries of the adjoint matrix X of X arc in A" Therefore (detX}I E 
AI' It follows that the entries of X- I = (detX)-IX are algebraic over QF(A, ), 
and playing the same game again, we conclude algebraicity for the entries of 
X 

Incidentally, this discussion has revealcd another simple case: If 1 = m - I = 
n - 1, then A, is generated by mn = dimA, elements, and so is isomorphic to a 
polynomial ring over K. 

We turn to the general case. Powers and products of delerminantal ideals arc 
intersections of symbolic powers; see Theorem 2.4. It follows immediately that 
the Rees algebra of I) .. "1 is the intersection of symbolic Rccs algebras of the , . 
various " and their Veronese subalgebras. The representation as an intersection is 
passed on to the initial algebras: this is a conscquence of the in-KRS property. To 
sum up: the key part is the description of the initial algebra of the symbolic Rees 
algebra of ," The rest, at least as far as normality and Cohen-Macaulayness arc 
concerned, will follow a\ once. 

So let us start with the symbolic Rees algebra of II' The description of the sym-
bolic powcrs in Proposition 2.2 yields the following description of the symbolic 
Rees algebra: 

Consider a diagonal term order on K [X! and extend it arbitrarily to a term order 
on K[X , T J. The initial algebra in(&l"ym (II» of fflsymb(lt) is then ffikin(lP:) Tk. 
The description of in (!,(k) ) in Theorem 5.8 yields the following 
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Lemma 7.1. The initial algebra in(a'symb(/, » of the symbolic Rees algebra 
&lsymb (II) is equal 10 

K[XI [;n(i,)T, ;n(i'+l)T', ... , ;n(im)Tm-'+l]. 

In particular. a monomial MTk is in in(,qsymb (II» if and only if?t (M) 2: k. 

The next step is to show that in(,qsymb(/,» is nonnal. This can be done directly 
by using the convexity of the function ?t as in [9]. Instead we give a longer. but 
more infonnative argument which involves the description of the initial algebra by 
linear inequalities (for the exponent vectors of the monomials in it). This descrip-
tion will be used in the next section to identify the canonical modules of various 
algebras. The crucial fact is the primary decomposition of in(l?» : 

Lemma 7.2. Let F, denote the set of facets of tJ." and,for every F E F
" 

let PF be 
the ideal genermed by the indetenninates Xij with Xij f/. F. Then 

;n(l,l'I) = n /'ft. 
F Er, 

We have seen in Theorem 5.8 that in(I,(.I:») is generated by the monomials M 
with ?t (M) 2: k. A monomial M ::::: m"" I Xa;b; is in J1 if and onl y if the cardinaJ ity 

of {i: (ai' bi) f/. F} is 2: k. Equivalently, M is in Pft if and only if the cardinality of 
{i: (ai ,b;) E F} is.s; deg(M) - k. As a measure we introduce 

w,(M) = m,,{IAI ,A'; [1 , ... ,51 and {(al,b,) ,;EA} E<\}. 

Then a monomial M is in nFEF, P; if and only if w,(M) .s; deg(M) - k, or, equiv-
alently, deg(M) - w,(M) 2: k. Now Proposition 7.2 follows from 

Lemma 7.3. Let M be a monomial. Then y,(M) + w,(M) = deg(M). 

We reduce this lemma to a combinatorial statement on sequences of integers. 
fur such a sequence b we set 

w,(b) = max{length (c) : e is a subsequence of band ?t(e) = O}. 

Let M ::::: m=1 Xa.b. be a monomial. We order the indices as in the KRS correspon-
dence, namely ai' ai+1 for every i and bi+1 2: bi whenever ai = ai+1• By Remark 
5.5 we have w, (M) ::::: w,(b) . To sum up, it suffices to prove 

Lemma 7.4. One has i{b) + w,(b) = length(b)for every sequence b of integers. 

Proof We use part (b) of Greene's theorem 4.9: the sum GZ(lns(b» of the 
lengths of the first k columns of the insertion tableau Ins(b) of b is the length 
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of the longest subsequence of b that ean be decomposed into k non-increasing 
subsequences. 

It follows that a sequence a has no increasing subsequence of length t if and 
only if it can be decomposed into t - I non-increasing subsequences. In fact, the 
sufficiency of the condition is obvious. whereas its necessity follows from Schen-
sted's theorem 4.8 and the just quoted result of Greene: if a has no increasing 
subsequence of length t , then all the rows in the insertion tableau Ins(a) have 
length at most I - 1. SO (Ins(a» is the length of a. and a can be decomposed 
into t - 1 non-inLTeasing subsequences by Greene's theorem. 

Consequently w,(b) is the maximal length of a subsequence of b that can be 
decomposed into t - 1 decreasing subsequenccs. Applying Greene's theorem once 
more, we see that WI (b) = (Ins (b». On the other hand, = r, (Ins(b» by 
Theorem 4.11. Since Yt (Ins (b» is the sum of the lengths of the columns of P of 
index 2 t, one has W, (b) +?t (b) = length (b). 0 

Now we are ready to describe the linear inequalities supporting in($lsymb(I,». 
To simplify notation we identify monomials of S with their exponent vectors in 
lR"'''+] . For every subset F of { I , . . . , m} x {I, ... ,n} we define a linear form fp 
on JR'"" by setting iF (Xjj ) = I if (i,) ¢ F and 0 otherwise. 

Theorem 7.5. We extend iF for F E F/ to a linear form LF on!lt"''' $IR by setting 
LF(T) = 1. Then.-

(a) A monomial MTk is in the initial algebra in($lsymb{l/» ijJ it has non-
negative exponents and LF (MTk ) Of or all F E F" 

(b) The initial algebra in ($lsymb(J,» is normal and Cohen-Macaulay. 
(c) The symbolic Rees algebra $lsymb(J/) is normal and Cohen-Macaulay. 

Proof (a) is a restatement of7.2. Part (b) follows from (a) and f 13, 6.1.2, 6.1.4, 
6.3.5]. Finally (c) follows from (b) and Theorem 3.16. 0 

As already mentioned, Theorem 7.5 has several consequences. The first is 

Theorem 7.6. Suppose that ehar K = 0 or ehar K > min(ti,m - Ij,n - 1;) for all i. 
Then 

(a) in ($l(I'I' .. 1,,) isfmilely genermed and normal. 
(b) !fl(!'1 . . ·1,,) is Cohen- Macaulay and norma/. 

Proof Set J == 1/1 .. . 1" . One has in(!fl(J)) = in (Jk)Tk, and, by Theorem 

5.9, in(Jk) = n]< '<m in(/,:8 j ) ). Hence 
-1- J 

in(&l(J)) = n E!7in(!jkgj) )T'. 
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The monomial algebra E9.1:>oin(l.l:gj»)T.I: is isomorphic to the g .th Veronese sub-
_ J J 

algebra of the monomial algebra in(&lsymb(/j)) (in the relevant case gj > 0 and 
equal to K[X , TI otherwise). By 7.5 the latter is nonnal and finitely generated, 
and therefore E9.1:>o in{/.i:x j})T.I: is a nonnal, finitely generated monomial algebra. 

- J 
Thus in ($l(J )) is finitely generated and nonna!. In fact, the intersection of a finite 
number of finitely generated normal monomial algebras is finitely generated and 
nonnal. (This follows easily from standard results about nonnal affine semigroup 
rings; see Bruns and Her.log [13 , 6.1.2 and 6.1.4].) For (b) one applies Corollary 
3.17 again. 0 

We single out the most important case. 

Theorem 7.7. Suppose that char K = 0 orchar K > min(t ,m - I ,n - t ). Then $l(ll) 
is Cohen- Macaulay and rwnnal. 

Remark 7.8. (a) The Cohen-Macaulayness of the Rees algebra of II in the case 
of maximal minors has been proved by Eisenbud and Huneke in L34J, as pointed 
out above. For arbitrary / and char K = 0, Bruns [8] has shown that &l(/t) and At 
are Cohen-Macaulay. 

(b) In 7.7 the hypothesis on the characteristic is essential . If m = n = 4 and 
char K = 2, then &l(/2) has dimension 17 and depth 1; see [8]. 

(c) In order to obtain a version of 7.6 that is valid in arbitrary characteristic 
one must replace the Rees algebra by its integral closure. The integral closure is 
always equal to the intersection of symbolic Rees algebras that in non-exceptional 
characteristic gives the Rees algebra itself (see [8]). 

Remark 7.9. One can describe thc hyperplanes defining the initial algebra of the 
Rees algebra of a product of I, ) ... It, in terms of proper extensions of the linear 
forms iF ' For every j set gj = Yj(l], . .. ,I,) and for evcry F E Fj extend iF to LF 
by setting LF (7) = -gj" Thcn the initial algebra of the Rees algebra of It1 ... 11, 

is given by the inequalities LF (MTk) ::::: 0 for all F E Fj and for all j (and the 
non-negativity of the exponents of MTk). 

For the algebra of minors At we have 

Theorem 7.10. Suppose thaI char K = 0 or > min(l ,m - I ,n - I). Then the initial 
algebra in(At ) is finitely generated and rwrmal. Hence At is a normal Cohen-
Macaulay ring. 

Proof Let V, be the subalgebra of S generated by the monomials of the fonn 
MT with degM = I, i.e. V, is (isomorphic to) the t-Veronese subalgebra of K [X ]. 
By construction At = $l( /I ) n VI ' This clearly implies in(AI ) = in (&l"(Ir» n VI' 
Since in (il(It») is nonnal by Theorem 7.6 and V, is nonnal by obvious reasons, 
in(A, ) is nonna!. 0 
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Remark 7.11. (a) As for the other cases one can give a description of the initial 
algebra of A, by linear inequalities and equations . 

(b) Although we have proved that the initial algebras of !l{l,) and At are 
finitely generated, we caJUlot specify a finite Sagbi basis: we do not know what 
largest degree occurs in a system of generators for their initial algebras. 

8. Algebras of minors: the canonical module 

The goal of this section is to describe the canonical modules of the algebras 5!l(I,) 
and AI. The first step is to find the canonical modules of their initial algebras. The 
characteristic of the field K will be either 0 or > min(r ,m - t ,n - I) throughout 

Recall that V, is the subalgebra of S generated by all the monomials of the 
form MT where M is a monomial in K[X] of degree 1 (thus V, is isomorphic to the 
Veroncse subalgebra of K[X j). Part (a) of the following Icmma is just a restatcment 
of2.4 and part (b) is a restatement of 5.9. However, (c) and Cd) contain a somewhat 
surprising s implification for At and its initial algebra. 

Lemma 8.1. (a) A K-basis of !l{l,} is given by the set of the elements ITk 
where I is a standard bitableau wilh ri(I) 2: k(1 + 1 - i)for all i = 1, ... ,I. 

(b) A K -basis ojin(!l(!,» is given by the set oj the elements MT" where M is 
a monomial of K[X ] with r;(M ) 2: k(t + 1 - i)for all i = I , . . . ,1. 

(c) A K-basis of A, is given by the set of the elements dT" where d is a 
standard bitableau with rz (,1,) 2: k(t - 1) and deg (tl) = tk. 

(d) A K-basis ofin(A,) is given by the set of the elements MT" where M is a 
monomial of K[X j wilh Y2(M) k(l - l) WId deg(M) Ik. 

Proof As pointed out above. only (c) and (d) still need a proof. Since A, = 
V; nil(l,), a K basis of A, is given by the elements dT" in the basis of !l(I,) with 
deg (.1.) = kt . Similarly, s ince in(A,) := V, n in(!l(I,»), a K basis of in(At} is given 
by the c lements MT" in the basis of in (!l(lt» with deg(M) = kt . Now (c) and 
Cd) result from the following statement: if A is a shape such that Li Ai = kt and 
YZ(A) 2: k(t - I), then Y;(A) 2: k(t + I - i) for all i = 1, ... ,t. We leave the proof 
to the reader; it is to be found in [12]. 0 

Remark 8.2. One can extend the valuations ri' i = 1, .. . ,t, to K [X , TJ by choosing 
1;(T) = - ( + i - 1. Therefore Lemma 8.1 Ca) contains a description of &l(I,) as an 
interscction of K[X ,TJ with discrete valuation domains. This aspect is discussed 
in [12J and [15]. Part (c) has a similar interpretation. 

However. since the equation rr(MN ) := ?reM) + ?r(N) does not always hold, 
the functions ?, cannot be interpreted as valuations. 

We know that in (!l(I,) and in (A, ) are normal. Hence their canonical modules 
are the vector spaces spallllcd by all monomials represented by integral points 
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in the relative interiors of the corresponding cones (see Bruns and Herzog [B. 
Ch. 6]). We have seen in 7.9 how to describe the semigroup of in(il(l,» in terms 
of linear homogeneous inequalities using the linear forms LF defined as follows: 
For every i = 1, . . . ,t and for every facet F of d j we extend iF to a lineae form LF 
on l!r" GllR by setting LF(T) = - (t + 1 - i). We obtain 

Lemma 8.3. The canonical module of in (t?l'(I,» is the ideal oj in(il(I/» whose 
K -basis is the set oj the monomials N of S with all exponents;:::: 1 and LF (N) ;:::: 1 
foreveryF E Fjandfori = 1, ... ,1. 

Let 9: denote the product of all the variables Xjj with (i,j) E {l , ... ,m} x 
{I , .. . ,n}. We can give a description of the canonical module ro(in(il( l, ») in 
tenns o f !C and the functions y,: 
Lemma 8.4. The canonical module ro (in(.%' (I,») of in(il(l,» is the ideal of 
in (.%'(!,» wlwse K-basis is the set of the monomials MTk of S where M is a 
monomial of K[X] with !CT I MTk in S and Y;(M ) ;:::: (t + 1 - ilk + 1 for alL 
i = I , ... , I. 

Proof It suffices to show that the conditions given define the monomials de-
scribed in 8.3. Let N = MTk be a monomial , M E K [X J. Then, for a given i . one has 
LF (N);:::: I f or every F E Fj ifand only ifiF(M) ;:::: k(t + I - i)+ 1 for every F E F,.. 
By 7.2 this is equivalent to M E in(IY('+ I-o')+I )). which in turn is equ ivalent to 

Y;(M) ;::: k(t + 1 - i) + I. To sum up. LF(N) ;::: 1 for every F E F,. and i = 1, ... ,t 
if and only if Y;(M) ;:::: (t + t - i) + I for every i = I , ... ,t . 0 

Similarly the canonical module ro (in (A, » has a description in tenns o f the 
function Y2: 

Lemma 8.5. The canonical moduLe ro (in(A,» of inCA,) is the ideal of inCA, ) 
whose K-basis is the set of lhe monomials MTk of V, where M is a monomial 
ofK[X] wilh &:T [MT' i n S andy,(M) (1- I )k+ I. 

For "de- initialization" the following lemma is necessary. Its part (b) asserts 
that !C is a "linear" element for the functions y,. 
Lemma 8.6. (a) 9;(&:) (m-i+ I)(n - i + I). 

(b) LeI M be a monomial in K[X j. Then 9;( &: M ) ?;( &:) + ?;(M ) for every 
i = 1, ... ,min(m,n). 

Proof Let M be a monomial ill the X,./s. We know that ?;(M) ;:::: k if and only 

if M E in{Iyl). From 7.2 we deduce that 

?;(M) inf{IF(M)' F E F,). 
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Note that lii is a pure simplicial complex of dimension one less the dimension of 
K[X]j Ii . TIlUS IF(.2'") = (m - i+ 1 )(n- i+ I) for every facet F of In particular, 
j\(Z) (m - i+ l )(n- i+ 1). 

Since IF(NM ) = IF(N) + IF(M) for all monomials N,M and for every F, 
we have Y;( MN) Y;(N) + 9;(M). Conversely, let G be a facet of such that 
j\(M) tG(M). Then tG(ZM) tdZ) + tdM) j\(Z) + j\(M). Therefore 
j\(MN) S; j\(N) + j\(M). too. 0 

Now we apply the above results to the canonical modules of a(Jt) and At. 
Assume for simpl icity that m :S n. Let us try to find a product of minors D such 
that in(D) = .2'" and Y;(D) = 9;(.2'") for all i. Since we have already computed 
1;(.2'") (see 8.6), we can determine the shape of D. which turns out to be 12 ,22 , ... , 

(m - 1)2 In other words, D must be the product of2 minors of size 1, 2 
minors of size 2, . .. ,2 minors of size m - 1 and n - m + 1 minors of size m. Now 
it is not difficult to show that D is uniquely determined, the I -minors are [mil] and 
[I In], the 2-millors are [m - l ,mlt , 2] and [I ,21n - 1 ,n] and so 011. 

Theorem 8.7. Let H be the K-subspace of S whose K -basis is the set of the 
elements ofthefonn liTk where li is a standard tableau with r,(Dli) (k+ I )(t + 

1. . . ,1. 
Let HI be the K -subspace of S whose K-basis is the set of the elements of 

the fo rm liTk where .6 is a standard tableau with (k + I }(t - I) and 
deg(D6) I(k + 1). WldJ, Then we havec 

(a ) J is an ideal of !!l(II)' Furthermore J is the canonical module of !!l(JI) ' 
(b) JI is an ideal of A,. Funhermore J1 is the canonical module of AI' 

Proof That J and J I are indeed ideals in the corresponding algebras follows 
by the evaluation of shapes and by the description 8.1 of the algebras. Next we 
show that in(J) and in(JI) are the canonical m odules of in(!!l(J/)) and m(At) re-
spectively. It is e nough to check that in (J) is exactly the ideal described in 8.4 and 
in(JI ) is the ideal described in 8.5. Note that in(J) = in(DT) in(H) = !CT in(H) 
and i.ll(JI) = in (DT) in(HI ) = .2'"T in (HI ). Furthermore, by virtue of 8.6, the 
canonical module of in(!!l(II ) can be written as YTG where G is the space with 
basis the set of the monomials MTk such that 9;(M) + ?i(Y) (k + l){t + 1 - i) 
for all i = I , ... , t o Similarly, lhe canonical module of in(A,) can be written as 
YTG I where GI is the space with basis the set of the monomials MTk such that 
1',(M)+ 1',(Z) (k + 1)(1 - 1) and dcg(M Z) I(k + 1). 

The spaces H and HI are defined by the same inequalities involving the y-
functions for bitableaux. As pointed out in Remark 5.12(a), such vector spaces 
are in-KRS. This implies in(G) = H , and similarly in(GI) = HI ' As just proved, 
in(J) and in(J I ) are the canonical modules of in(!!l(I,) and in (At ). Now the claim 
follows from Theorem 3.19. 0 
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Remark 8.8. (a) In [121 we have translated the combinatoriaJ description of the 
canonical module into a divisorial one. If 1< min(m,n), the divisor class group 
of R(II) is free of rank r, gcnerated by the classes of prime ideals PI " . .• PI where 
a K-basis of Pi is given by all products LT*, 1: a standard bitablcau with r;(1:) 2: 
k(t - j + I) + I, j = 1, ... 1 t . Then the canonical module of R(ll) has divisor class 

, , 
I(2 - (m-i+ I)(n - i+ I)+ t-i) cl (P;) + I(i - heightl;) d(P;) 
;= 1 ;= 1 

(b) If I = min(m, n), we may suppose that I = m. If even I = m = n, then II is 
a principaJ ideal, and RUI) is isomorphic to a polynomial ring ovcr K. 

Let t = m < n. In this case a theorem of Herzog and Vasconcelos [45J yields 
that the divisor class group of RUm) is free of rank I, generated by the extension 
P of 1m to SlUm) . Moreover it implies that the canonical module has class (2-
(n-m+ I ))P. 

(c) in Section 7 we have seen that AI is factorial and, hence, Gorenstein in the 
following cases: 1 = I, t = min(m, n) (the Grassmannian), and t = m - 1 = n - 1. 

(d) In all the cases different from those in (c), the ring AI is not factorial. Its 
divisor class group is free of rank I, generated by the class of a single prime ideal 
q that can be chosen as q = (f)S[T] n At where / is a (t + I)-minor of X. Then 

(mn - mt - nt )d(q). 

is the class of the canonical module; see [121 . 
(e) The expression for the class of the canonical module givcn in (a) can be 

generalized to a larger class of Rees algcbras; see Bruns and Restuccia [15J. In 
particular one obtains results for the algebras of minors of symmetric matrices of 
indetenninates algebras generated by Pfaffians of alternating such matrices, and 
algebras of minors of Hankel matrices. Thc lattcr case has been treated by "initial 
methods" in [12]. 

As a corollary we havc 

Theorem 8.9. The ring AI is Gorenslein if and only if one o/the/ollowing condi-
tions is satisfied: 

(a) t = I ," in this case AI = K[X]. 
(b) t = min(m, n); in this case AI is the coordinQle ring 0/ a Grassmannian. 
(c) t = m - 1 and m = n," in this case AI is isomorphic to a polynomial ring. 
(d) mn t (m + n). 

Proof The cases (a), (b) and (c) are those discussed in Remark 8.8(c). So we 
may assume that I < t < min(m, n) and I =F m - I if m = n. Now Rcmark 8.8(d) 
completes the proof. 
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Since we have not discussed divisorial methods in detail, let us indicate how 
to prove the theorem by combinatorial methods. In view of 3. 18 it makes no 
difference whether one works in AI or inCAI). We choose in(At) . 

Suppose that mn = t(m + n). Thcn &:Tm+n not only belongs to in (AI). but 
even to the ideal ro (in (A, )}. Moreover, r2 (&:) - (I - 1) (m + n) = I. Using the 
"linearity" of !!t:, it is now easy to see that the ideal ro(in(At» is generated by 
!!t:Tm+n. So the canonical module is isomorphic to in(At), and in (AI) is 
stein. 

In all the cases not covered by (a)-{d) one has to show that inCl\) 
principal ideal. We leave this to the reader as an exercise. 
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